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We find ourselves very busy 
this time of year at PCA 
Club Racing. Planning 

for 2019 has begun, rules comments 
are being read and evaluated, prepar-
ing for the awesome Rennsport VI at 
Mazda Laguna Seca is underway and 
we are keeping up with all the events 
of this year. This is my fourth year 
as your Club Race Chair and I have 
enjoyed the growth of the program 
and all the friends and knowledge I 
have gained. Of course, the sustain-
ability of the program is important 
and we always must remind ourselves 
to adhere to our core values of Fun, 
Fair and Safety for all racers. 

Changes based on driver input
Based on listening to racers’ com-

ments, we have changed some of our 
procedures over the years. We have 
combined driver meetings giving us 
two meetings in a 3-day event. The 
rule regarding racers reporting to the 
black flag station after a call of passing 
under yellow has changed:  If your car 
is reported by a corner worker as pass-
ing under yellow your number will 
appear on a white board at the black 
flag station at the end of the session. 
You have 30 minutes to bring your 
video for a review by the steward. If 
you do not report or the video shows 
you are at fault, then a one lap penalty 
will occur on the result sheet. 

Another rule  change: if damage 
occurs to your car we have given 
the racer the option to report at the 
end of the session. These changes 
were developed because we have 

listened to the racers. Keep your 
comments coming!

Great Class Competition
The racing program is stable and 

growing. We have implemented 
new series and classes to assist with 
this growth. The four races of the 
911 Cup series have seen 20-25 E 
cars in very close racing. The Tri-
ple Trofeo, where we have seen 
large groups of GTB1’s racing, 
will have their final race at Road 
America. The camaraderie of the 
Spec Caymans and SP997 in the 
development and testing of these 
two classes has brought strong 
friendships on and off the track. 
The 944 Cup series continues to 
see good racing and entrant num-
bers increasing. Racers are joining 
it for the competition in that class 
because it is a more financially 
comfortable racing program. 

The Vintage group has brought the 
return of racers and cars we have not 
seen for years. Also, the racers who 
build ‘83 and older air-cooled cars  
to the Vintage group are finding that 
we respect their efforts in preserving 
these special cars. They have found 
the Vintage group has an immense 
amount of track time which includes 
three practices, a fun race and three 
thirty-minute races. 

We want to thank individuals, 
regions, zones and race shops who 
have actively brought new racers into 
the program. We challenged you 
and we are grateful for your efforts. 
I would like to personally thank the 

Upper Canada Region for the assis-
tance of Kathleen Wong and Mike 
Bryan. Kathleen is the Upper Can-
ada president and she wrote an arti-
cle for their local region magazine 
which included step by step instruc-
tions on how to become a racer. The 
forms and contacts were easily avail-
able, and her perseverance in assist-
ing five new racers experience their 
first race at the 2018 Mosport Race, 
is greatly appreciated. I challenge 
you all to share your PCA Club Rac-
ing passion! 

Yellow flag concerns & penalties
As the Chair of the program I 

need to share concerns with you 
from the Road Atlanta, The Glen 
and Barber races. Instances of not 
adhering to the waving yellow put 
our drivers in danger. This conduct 
needed to change. After consulting 
with stewards and advisors of PCA 
Club Racing we determined that a 
penalty for not adhering to the rule 
would be implemented: Beginning 
at Virginia International Raceway 
and going  forward, if a racer ignores 
the Waving Yellow a DQ will occur. 
If you get a DQ you will start in the 
back of the field at your next race. 
The racer will have 30 minutes to 
bring video to the steward for review 
and a potential adjustment of the 
penalty.   If the passing under the 
yellow is a flagrant violation a “13” 
penalty is a possibility. 

The Waving Yellow is the strongest 
flag a corner worker can throw with-
out the command of control in the 

tower. The Black and Red Flags are 
direct commands from Control from 
the direction of the Steward. Simply 
put, the waving yellow does mean 
SLOW down, there is an immedi-
ate danger on track. Unfortunately, 
what we have seen from videos is that 
some drivers have taken the oppor-
tunity to stay in the throttle to catch 
up with their competition. This is an 
unsafe race strategy that can endan-
ger your fellow racers, and PCA Rac-
ing can not tolerate it. 

Race Clinics offered
In addition, we will be offering a 

Race Craft Clinic at Virginia Inter-
national Raceway, Monticello and 
Road America. David Murry, PCA 
Pro Race advisor, graciously will put 
on these clinics at lunch on day one 
of the events. We all should consider 
racing as a continuous learning pro-
cess, and David Murry has profes-
sional racing information to share.  

A race can be won or lost by how 

we use our judgment. Is this where 
I make a move on my class compe-
tition, is this their weak point and 
can my car execute this move? Do 
not let others get into your head: 
drive with physics and not emo-
tion. There is a lot of strategy in 
racing. I recommend you use it to 
your advantage.

Orientation Meetings
Why do we have an Orientation 

Meeting at every event? It is a mis-
conception that it is just a rookie 
meeting or a penalty for those who 
received a thirteen infraction. It is a 
requirement for those who are first 
time racers (Rookie Candidates), 
those who have a racing license in 
another venue and first time with 
PCA (Provisional racer) and PCA 
racers who have not raced with us in 
the last 18 months. 

This meeting allows us to review 
procedures that have changed and a 
refresh of the operating procedures. 

It is open to everyone: crew, spouse 
and potential racers.

Not all 13 infractions need OR
Not all 13 infractions require atten-

dance at the orientation meeting. We 
now allow the operating steward of 
that race to determine the need for 
this meeting at the offending rac-
er’s next event. If the racer does not 
understand racing procedures such 
as our passing rule we would want 
those to be fully understood before 
returning to the race track.

In the last few years the Orienta-
tion Meeting includes racing videos 
of flags, blocking and passing. We 
found that these videos have initiated 
good discussions. They have made 
some racers aware that if drivers do 
not pay attention to the flag stations 
how easy it is to miss an important 
track condition.

Continue to Race Hard but be Safe, 
Fair and have Fun.
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The passing rules: 
1. The driver attempting a pass 

has the responsibility to complete a 
clean pass.

2. The car ahead at turn-in has the 
corner but does not own the corner.

3. Everyone must leave racing room.

We have had several incidents 
on starts this year. We don’t usually 
have a bunch of issues on starts and 
one may ask the question “does the 
low number of drivers participating 
in practice starts have something to 
do with that?” Unfortunately, when 
we have issues on a start they can be 
big issues due to the number of cars 
closely bunched at that time.

Starts are different. Most drivers 
who are successful and safe tend to 
leave racing room for all the cars 
around regardless of who is ahead 
on starts and through the first several 
turns until the cars space out a bit 
and thus fully comply with Rule 3. 
I have seen as many as five cars wide 
going into Turn 1. That takes a lot of 
folks looking out for each other and 
realizing the old adage that “you can’t 
win a race in the first turn, but you 
can sure lose it”.  

At the start of a race, cars are lined 
up in a two by two formation. Nei-
ther car on a row is the overtaking 
or passing car. If you are next to 
another car you must share the track 
and provide racing room until one 
of you is clearly ahead. That means, 
if you are the leading car, you must 
give the other car racing room until 

your rear bumper is clear of and 
ahead of the car that started beside 
you. Once that has happened, one of 
you is the leading car and the other 
is the trailing car and now an actual 
pass attempt can occur. That is when 
the normal passing rules come into 
play. However, you must realize that 
“the car ahead at turn-in” in Rule 2 
may have already occurred prior to 
your taking the lead and is no lon-
ger applicable for this turn. You must 
still leave racing room until the next 
opportunity to make a clean pass on 
the straight or you are clearly ahead 
at a turn in point.

Lets say you start next to Joe and 
you go down toward Turn 1 with 
him having better acceleration and 
pulling you slightly. You go past the 
turn-in point with you still having 
overlap. There is no pass attempt 
here yet and Joe can’t expect you to 
comply with rule 2. He should still 
leave racing room. 

The next issue we see is when a 
car from the row behind moves up 
to make it three wide in the row 
originally ahead of him. That car 
is obviously making a pass attempt 
and the normal passing rules should 
apply. That is: the overtaking car 
must complete a clean pass and the 
car ahead at turn-in has the corner. 
I think the car making it three wide 
puts the car in the middle in a very 
tight spot. For example, if you move 
inside to make a pass in Turn 1, the 
car on the inside of the row ahead 
must leave room for you and must 

also leave room for the car on the 
outside, who likely is trying to move 
inside as much as possible to keep 
a large arc in Turn 1 for exit speed. 
The outside car may not be aware of 
the inside car who is trying to pass 
him and the car directly inside of 
him.  Who has the best view in this 
situation? In most cases the car inside 
who is trying to pass both cars ahead 
has the view of what is happening in 
his windshield. The car on the out-
side and the car in the middle have 
only their mirrors. When you move 
up late to make it three wide, be very 
careful that you are making a clean 
pass as required in Rule 1.

We recently had an issue on a start 
that involved understanding the 
turn-in point location. We race to 
the turn-in rather than racing to the 
apex to reduce the probability of inci-
dents. The apex is usually (but not 
always) a pretty easy point for drivers 
to agree on. The turn-in point in this 
situation was very different depend-
ing on the car’s location on the track. 

The normal qualifying line pro-
duced a normal turn-in point that 
was quite a bit earlier than the 
turn-in point from the inside of the 
track. A car was attempting to pass a 
car ahead on the start who was also 
racing with, and still overlapping 
a car that started on the same row. 
The car making the pass was clearly 
behind at the turn-in point for the 
corner on a normal line, but con-
tended that he had not reached his 
turn-in point yet when he attempted 

a late braking pass. In my opinion 
the turn-in point referred to in this 
situation is the normal turn-in point 
for the qualifying line. If there is any 
doubt, see Rule 1. In this situation  
the argument was simple: did mak-
ing it three wide in that situation 
comply with Rule 1?

You should always be prepared to 
back out of a pass attempt. When 
do you do that? How about when 
it just doesn’t feel right? Maybe that 
means you are not sure it is going to 
safely work. When you are not sure 
the other driver sees you or is not 
responding to seeing you, it’s time 
to back out. When losing control of 
your car due to curbs, grass, speed 
or anything else is a possibility, you 
should back out.

Back to being a Steward
At the end of this year I will have 

been in the Chief Steward or higher 
position in PCA Club Racing for the 
last 12 years. I will have been a stew-
ard for 19 years. It is time for me to 
do a little less, so I will move back to 

the regular steward ranks at the end 
of this year. 

I will likely stay on to work a few 
races next year and ease my way out 
of the organization that has been a 
huge part of my life for a long time. 

I have enjoyed being involved in 
PCA Club Racing more than any-
thing else I have done in my life 
(outside of family). I thank all of you 
that have been part of this wonderful 

organization for your understanding, 
friendship, and encouragement over 
the time I have been involved. I also 
thank those who came before me 
who set up PCA Club Racing from 
the beginning and nurtured it to a 
healthy vibrant organization before I 
became involved. 

I have met many wonderful people 
over the years and made many lasting 
friendships. I will miss it.
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End of Season Safety Equipment
As we enjoy the fall weather and 

cooler track temperatures at our last 
races of the year, it is an excellent 
idea to take a quick look at your 
safety equipment before your car 
goes into storage. Nobody wants 
the rude awaking of out of date/
expired safety gear at the first race 
of the year.

Just like the Hans device that 
looks great, but does nothing until 
attached to the helmet, safety gear in 
the car is only as good as the install.

Harness Buckles
One of the most common prob-

lems we see is the looping of the 
harness through the buckle. I 
learned the cover your buckle tech-
nique years ago in rock climbing 
and mountaineering. 

This exact technique is needed 
when using a buckle for your harness 
attachment to the car. The often-
missed step is seen as step 4 in our 
rule book (a quick thanks to Walt 
Frickie for taking care of our club 
race bible!). Without that last step of 
covering your buckle the harness can 
slip through and you are left with no 
tie down at all. 

So, take that extra minute and 
check your harness mounting. It’s 
the simple insurance we all need to 
make sure the safety gear will work if 
called upon.

See you on the grid
Brian Gay
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RotoR - CenteR Hat - HaRdwaRe - All machined at our facility in Bellingham, WA   from 
US sourced materials - High carbon content iron - Aircraft grade 6061 aluminium

WHERE ENGINEERING MEETS THE TRACK

WWW.GIRODISC.COM

GiRodisC - Founded in 2003, Girodisc designs and manufactures some of the highest quality brake 
components on the market, specializing in direct replacement two piece brake rotors

PCCB equiPPed VeHiCle - For owners of PCCB equipped vehicles that find the discs wear 
excessively at elevated temperatures, we offer a direct replacement cast iron solution

CustomeR seRViCe - Feel free to contact us for any questions regarding your braking system. 
Nobody knows Porsche brakes better than us!

 BELLINGHAM - WA 
(360) 306-3263 - SALES@GIRODISC.COM

981 Cayman shown running our oversized rotor upgrade

997 GT3 CUP 991 GT3 CUP

A QUICK GLANCE
TJ Larson and his daughter, Elle 
sharing the podium at the TRAC 
2018 Labor Day event at Road 
America this year. TJ can be 
found driving his #103 997.1 
Cup car in our GTC4 class.

Victor Newman is a professional 
photograher who has been 
covering PCA club races where 
the Clubsports compete. He is a 
great people shooter. Several of 
his people and car shots will be 
found in this issue of Club 
Racing News.
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In my first year with the pro-
gram, I have heard no shortage 
of opinions from racers on what 

Club Racing does and does not do 
right. Of course, this does not sur-
prise me, in a club as large as PCA 
which spans a few generations and 
lends itself to Type A personalities, 
you are going to have some varied 
opinions on how things should be 
done. The present and future of 
Club Racing is all about finding the 
best balance for the racers now, and 
for the future.

Some people want sponsors, 
tracks and PCA in general to pres-
ent to them an experience akin to 
an IMSA event, while others pre-
fer to be left alone as long as they 
get roughly three hours of clean 
track time. Then there are those 
who really just want to race with 
their long-time friends, and foes, 
and would prefer to see run groups 
as small and segmented as possible 
leaving only cars that are perfectly 
matched on track at the same time. 
But there are those who want to be 
in the thick of a 50-car pack and 
have the thrill of passing dozens of 
cars while they make their way to 
the front or staying at the front and 
keep the howling pack at bay. 

We Cannot Be All Things to All Racers
What is clear is that we cannot 

be all things to all racers. PCA does 
not have the budget or the abil-
ity to be IMSA (despite what some 
on Rennlist may claim, we do not 
have millions of dollars from spon-

sors dedicated to Club Racing, nor 
do we have a 100+ person full-time 
staff ). We also cannot hold entire 
events dedicated to a handful of cars 
and expect people to keep racing 
with us, or sponsors to provide the 
funds required to race. I think Club 
Racing has almost hit the mark for 
that happy medium, but we can still 
make it better. 

Club Racing is about as profes-
sional as a club level organization can 
be. There are very few, if any, racing 
organizations in the world who can 
claim the average car counts, num-
ber of events, and safety record of 
our group. That has been proven 
by the respect PCA Club Racing is 
given by racers who come from other 
organizations, sponsors and Porsche 
Motorsports North America and 
Porsche AG themselves. 

We are not perfect; our rules and 
procedures will continue to adapt 
to keep up with changes in cars and 
tracks. We do not always get it right, 
but I think that most of the time we 
do. In order to continue to be an 
attractive organization for sponsors, 
we must continue to improve and 
grow our program. We must make 
sure PCA Club Racing continues 
to be one of the first organizations 
sponsors look to, and that it grows in 
the years to come. 

You Can Find New Club Racers
You all know people who have 

stopped racing with us, maybe 
they’ve chosen to run with different 
organizations or formats. I charge 

you to try and bring them back to 
the fold, to help Club Racing grow 
and prosper. We also need to contin-
ually seek out and recruit new rac-
ers. Maybe it’s been a long time since 
you ran in your local region’s HPDE 
or Autocross, but that’s where the 
future of Club Racing lies. If you 
can, get out there and show the DE 
drivers where they need to focus. In 
many ways, you are the advocate for 
Club Racing, you are the racer others 
aspire to be. I was at the Metro New 
York Region DE that preceded the 
Watkins Glen Club Race. I saw many 
beginner and mid-level DE drivers 
stand in awe watching the Club Race 
run group, it was awesome! 

Club Racing will Continue to Change
PCA Club Racing will continue 

to change according to the shifting 
demands on the sport, from our 
racers and sponsors alike. Some 
of you will be happy, some of you 
will not, but understand the adap-
tations are necessary (Trophy East, 
Vintage Group, 911 Cup) to main-
tain relevancy. 

Club Racing is one of the best 
organizations of its kind, and I will 
continue to reach out to companies 
and organizations to help provide 
the needed funding and prizes to 
keep things going. PCA National 
has created a campaign designed to 
show the path for members from 
the “Driveway to the Raceway,” 
but we need you to spread the word 
and help bring in new racers to 
share the fun.
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I’m writing this column on Sep-
tember 24, two days before leav-
ing for Rennsport Reunion VI. 

For months I’d been getting warn-
ings from my wife (Suesan), David 
(my son-in-law), my sister and oth-
ers, given that my youngest daugh-
ter, Connie, at 30 years old was due 
to deliver her first baby (and my first 
grandson) on September 27th (and I 
was not going to miss it). 

Suesan had already bailed on 
Rennsport, not wanting to take any 
chances. Me? My definition of “rea-
sonable chances” differs somewhat 
from Suesan.

Drive or fly from San Diego? I 
figured the worst case would mean 
a phone call and having about five 
minutes to construct and execute 
a plan. 443 miles. The computer 
says a 6.5 hour drive. If that was a 
night drive, I’d whittle it down to 
about five. Traffic through LA would 
probably be the biggest variable. Fly-
ing option: The time it would take 
to drive to San Jose (closest airport 
with lots of flight choices), an hour 
minimum before the flight, an hour 
flight and another hour collecting 
bags, Lyft home and the short drive 
to the hospital. That’s five hours if 
everything fit perfectly, which it nev-
er would. I chose the driving option 
(always my go to). 

I love highway driving (OK, I 
love virtually all driving that isn’t in 
congested traffic). BUT, while at the 
High Plains Club Race an hour east 
of Denver, I get a call from Suesan 
about 5:30 Friday afternoon (Sep-

tember 14), “Her water broke!” 
Shifting gears... I had two people 

with me: Stephen Krupnick (there to 
photograph the event, especially our 
first ever 6-Hour Super Enduro), and 
Vince Knauf, who had flown with 
me to see the track and old friends. 

I grab both of them, jump in the 
car, drive 45 minutes to the motel. 
Get in the room, open the computer, 
find a 9:05pm to San Diego  (it’s now 
about 7). I tell  Vince and Stephen 
the plan and we are off. We stop at 
Alamo to add Stephen to the car 
rental, then he drops Vince and I at 
the terminal. Time is short. I run to 
the counter and explain what we’re 
doing. She points to two wheel chair 
guys and tells me to have them push 
us to the gate. We check the bags, 
run over to the wheel chairs, explain 
what’s going, jump in the chairs and 
off we go. 

We are headed to TSA Pre, but 
my driver suddenly veers right into 
the regular line. Now we have to go 
through normal security. Of course, 
I forgot to take off shoes and belt, 
forgot the iPad in my carry-on, and 
Vince forgot to pack his Swiss Army 
Knife. He and I are waiting for some-
one (two someones) to grab our stuff 
and get us through secondary. I ask 
a supervisor sitting there if there was 
anything we could do to expedite 
the process. She looked at her watch 
and calmly tells me: “You’ll make it.” 
Wow, OK, I need to just chill and 
let them handle it. Back in the chairs 
we get on the train that stops at Ter-
minals 1 and 2, then 3. Of course, 

Southwest flies out of Terminal 3. 
Once there our guys are pushing the 
chairs on a dead run yelling at people 
to move over. I felt like I was in a 
rickshaw race. My guy is on his ra-
dio calling the gate to hold the plane, 
which is exactly what they did (This 
man got a very good tip). 

The 9:05 flight left a little late, 
but we were on it. We got our bags 
quick, Lyft to Vince’s house (where 
I had left a car), drove the ten min-
utes to the hospital arriving just be-
fore midnight. 

Connie was well into contrac-
tions. Several hours later they decid-
ed to get the epidural so she could 
get some sleep. Time for me to head 
home. My 9 lb 2.5 oz grandson was 
born about 11 AM. Mother and son 
(and father) were and are doing well.  
David and Connie were champs.

Suesan and I went to the hospital 
early that afternoon and got to see 
everyone. Pretty darn great!!!

So, now I don’t have to worry 
about missing Rennsport, and Sue-
san has decided to come with me. 
And all is good.

Cooper Floyd Hutchins and 

Connie Carter Hutchins
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Data acquisition is something 
many of us have to improve our 
driving. We use features in the data 
system like mph, rpm, g’s, lap time, 
throttle position, brake psi, etc to see 
where we need to improve to lower 
our lap time. 

We can overlay a lap driven by a pro 
to quantify where we are losing time. 
We can also use features to improve 
the car performance like the things 
above used for driver improvement. 
We might use the same data for differ-
ent things such as % time full throt-
tle, amount of g’s, etc. We can also use 
different inputs such as air speed and 
down force through load cells in the 
suspension, shock pots, etc. 

We can use data systems to improve 
performance of us as a driver and 
improve the car as well but what does 
the Club Racing series do with data 
they collect. 

They have many tasks, and one of 
those very difficult tasks is to ensure 
rule compliance with all compet-
itors. The purpose is not to punish 
the competitor that is not in com-
pliance, but to ensure the rest of 
the competitors a level playing field. 
Data acquisition has become a vital 
tool in doing this. 

Using data to determine rule com-
pliance is not always a black and 
white conclusion. Some things can 
be determined directly from data and 
some not. For example: If we looked 
at engine data and knew what the 
values should be if in rule compli-
ance we can compare those values in 

a competitor’s data. Ignition timing 
might be an indication of an after-
market tune in the car. Other indi-
cators might be engine temperature, 
fuel consumption, etc. We must 
know what those values should be 
to determine rule compliance. If the 
rules committee knows what items 
in a car would produce more power, 
they know exactly what to look for 
and can determine rule compliance 
from that.

Other things are not as easily deter-
mined for rule compliance. How 
would data determine non-compli-
ance of weight moved, suspension 
modification, aero modifications, 
gearing, and a whole host of things 
like that? We can use data to over-
lay lap times of competitors and see 
where a time advantage is. That gives 
a more specific place to look. If we 
see that a car accelerates faster than 
another, it throws a flag to look at 
something closer. Is the acceleration 
after a corner, mid straight, or end of 

straight? They all indicate something 
different. If it’s the end of the straight 
it could be wing angle or aero mod-
ification. If it’s right after a corner it 
could be gearing or drivetrain reduc-
tion of weight. Through a corner 
could show lower weight/cg advan-
tage, suspension modifications, etc.

Data acquisition is just that, data 
that has been acquired. The series 
must then use that information to 
determine if an advantage has been 
realized by a competitor, and where 
that advantage is. The only thing 
worse than being disqualified due to 
rule infraction is being beat on track 
by a competitor that you feel is not 
in compliance with the rules. 

Sometimes we think that the only 
way that driver could have been faster 
than us is if they were not in rule 
compliance. A very big responsibility 
of the series is to put competitors at 
ease that all cars are in compliance. 
Sometimes that other driver is just 
driving better!

Data acquisition – Why does the series collect it?
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INAGURAL SUPER ENDURO 
AT HIGH PLAINS RACEWAY
STORY BY LYNDA LOVE; PHOTOS BY STEPHEN KRUPNICK

The inaugural PCA Club Race 
Super Enduro was held on 
September 16th at High Plains 

Raceway. HPR is a 2.5-mile racetrack 
located 45 miles east of Denver at a 
5000 foot elevation. The six-hour 
endurance race was held on an unsea-
sonably warm 90-degree September 
day. Twelve cars were registered. Ten 
cars ultimately started the race and 
nine cars finished. The race revealed 
unexpected surprises, including a 
one-two finish by unique Cup Cars 
of the same vintage, the participation 

of Club Racing’s first all female Super 
Enduro team, and a team member 
winning on his birthday.

Before the race I asked several driv-
ers how they were preparing for the 
Super Enduro. With vehicle prepa-
ration, the most common answer 
was: lots of preventative maintenance, 
especially brakes and rotors. Some 
drivers made vehicle modifications. 
Hap and Sarah Henderson modified 
their Boxster by changing the fuel 
intake to decrease refueling time. For 
some teams, preparation included 

calculating refueling stops and driver 
rotation into the race rules (four 
mandatory pit stops of five minutes 
minimum, with no refueling done 
with the driver in the car). Driver 
Dale Hartzell said his Cup Car is 
built for endurance racing, but the 
6-hour Super Enduro still presented 
fueling challenges. Indeed, during 
the race the hand crank for their fuel 
pump failed, forcing Dale’s crew to 
refuel with standard race jugs. 

The unusually high temperature 
affected the racers, as individual driv-

er’s racing stints were altered by the 
functionality of their cool suits. Car 
number 317, a 1981 911 SC driven 
by John Hall and Ed Fitch had a cool 
suit pump failure. But the team set 
their best lap time in Lap 124, over 
five hours into the race and just after 
their last pit stop. By race’s end, the 
temperature was 91.7 degrees F.

Frank Kovacevic and Joe Rothman 
drove the winning car, an unusual 
1992 911 Carrera Cup Car that was 
originally a street legal import con-
verted to a racecar by Andial in 1992. 
Forty-five of these cars were pro-
duced with 25 converted to racecars. 
Frank’s is #21 out of the 25. All were 
painted white. At the time, Porsche 
planned to start a Carrera Cup series 
in the U.S. with the converted race-
cars, but the series was canceled 
before the first race. Fast-forward to 
2018 when Frank drove his rare car 
to win the Super Enduro, it was also 
his birthday and his first endurance 
race. Frank’s co-driver was Joe Roth-
man, a well-known Colorado driving 
instructor who came out of racing 
retirement at Frank’s request.

The number two finishing car, also 
a 1992 Cup Car, was driven by Colin 
Mazzola and Charlie Boyer, two East 
Coast-based racer friends who have 
been racing together for many years. 
Colin’s motivation for heading west 
to Colorado was the Super Enduro 
itself, as Colin has a long tradition 
of attending Club Race “firsts” (first 
Sebring night race, first Club Race at 
Daytona, etc.).  Colin’s car is a rare 

Facing page: Joe Bank waiting the Enduro Start

Top: Enduro group heading to the race start

Center: Sarah and Hap Henderson refueling during a pit stop

Bottom: Michael Schmitz and Erik Winberg during pit stop
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Pro & Club Motorsports
Insurance Programs
Insurance Office of America (IOA) is proud to 
introduce its Motorsports Insurance Program. 
As a provider in all 50 States and most foreign 
countries, this exclusive new program is designed 
for most operations associated with Pro or 
Club Motorsports. The coverage forms for the 
Motorsports Program are broad with a tailored 
approach for unique coverage circumstances.

Let our experience team of consultants evaluate your 
insurance needs to take control of long-term risk 
management costs.  
Products offered include:

• Shop/Auto Coverage
• Business Personal Property
• Building Coverage
• Business Income & Extra Expense
• Owners & Sponsors
• No Coinsurance
• Loss Based on Agreed Value Basis
• Electronic Data
• Motorsports Events
• Contingent/Prize Indemnity

• Race Owners & Sponsors Liability
• Foreign Liability
• Excess Limits Liability
• Workers’ Compensation
• Off Track & Storage
• Special Events
• Business Insurance
• Commercial Automobile
• Garage Keepers Liability
• On-Track Physical Damage

UNDERWRITING INFORMATION REQUIRED:
• Motorsports Applications
• Current Loss Runs 5 Years

• Copy of Contracts/Sponsorship 
Agreements

• Workers’ Compensation Experience 
Modification

For more information and to request an application call 407.212.3542 
or email motorsports@ioausa.com

Pos PIC No. Name Class Laps Diff Gap Best Tm In Lap Description Region
1 1 21 F KOVACEVIC / J ROTHMAN SE2‐GT4 164 02:01.5 60 92 911 CARRERA CUP RED
2 1 19 C MAZZOLA / C BOYER SE4‐GTC1 163 1 Lap 1 Lap 01:58.5 65 92 964 CUP NE
3 1 141 D HARTZELL / NIEUWENHUIZEN/BANK/McPHERSON SE1‐GTA1 163 1 Lap 38.087 01:52.9 38 03 GT3 CUP RMT
4 1 1 C COX / R AMES SE5‐SPB 162 2 Laps 1 Lap 02:04.2 123 98 BOXSTER RMT
5 1 497 M SCHMITZ / E WINBERG SE4‐H 159 5 Laps 3 Laps 02:01.9 25 S 99 911 MIL
6 2 59 S HENDERSON / H HENDERSON SE5‐SPB 149 15 Laps 10 Laps 02:08.9 2 97 BOXSTER RMT
7 1 451 G HESS / P NEEDHAM SE6‐SP1 138 26 Laps 11 Laps 02:12.1 28 86 944 INT
8 2 714 P HEPTIG / B GAY SE6‐SP1 136 28 Laps 2 Laps 02:11.9 36 86 944 MAV
9 1 317 J HALL / E FITCH SE4‐E 135 29 Laps 1 Lap 02:07.3 124 S 81 911 SC CMR

DNF DNF 823 L HUNSICKER / SABADOS/GUTOWSKI/LECO SE3‐GTB1 64 DNF 02:04.7 11 09 CAYMAN RMT
DNF DNF 281 A JASPERS / J WURMBRAND SE5‐SPB 1 DNF 33:02.4 1 99 BOXSTER RMT

 Super Enduro Final Results

964 European Rubystone Cup Car 
that was raced in the 1992 German 
Carrera Cup series. The car has been 
raced at famous European tracks 
such as Spa and Monaco. Colin 
believes there are currently less than 
twenty of these cars in the U.S. At 
HPR, Colin and Charlie had the 
challenge of driving 68 out of 163 
laps with spongy brakes after their 
brake fluid overheated.

The third place finishing team 
drove Dale Hartzell’s 2003 GT3 Cup 
Car.  The other team members were 
Andre Nieuwenhuizen, Joe Bank 
and Bruce McPherson. All four driv-
ers are Colorado-based and all race 
Cup Cars. Bruce McPherson has 
driven thousands of hours at HPR 
and raced with PCA since 2003, but 
this was his first actual race at HPR. 

Local Colorado favorites--and 
father/daughter team - Hap and 
Sarah Henderson finished second in 
the SPB class. When asked why they 
participated in a Super Enduro, Sar-
ah’s response was, “Enduros are fun! 
They’re tiring and miserable in the 
process, but rewarding when they’re 
done.” The Henderson’s goal was to 
finish the race. In doing so, Sarah 
Henderson became the first female 
driver to finish a Club Race Super 
Enduro.

 The groundbreaking four-woman 
team drove Lisa Hunsicker’s GTB1 
2009 Cayman. When asked by Lisa 
to participate, Alexandra Sabados 
and Kim Gutowski quickly agreed. 
Kim Gutowski raced a 1995 993 
RSR for 20 years and came out of 
racing retirement just for the Super 
Enduro. Cheryl Lehman Collier, 
a racer from Chicago, was moti-
vated by the opportunity to drive a 

GTB1 car. Before the race Alexandra 
said the team had good drivers and 
should be competitive. Unfortu-
nately, 2 1/2 hours into the race the 
car had a mechanical issue and was 
forced to withdraw.

The inaugural PCA Club Race 
Super Enduro is now history. Thanks 
to Super Enduro sponsors Hoosier 
Tire, Toyo Tires, Sunoco Fuel, Mill-
ers Oil, Carbon Friction Technolo-
gies brake systems, Penngrade Oil 
and Traqgear. At the driver’s meeting 
the night before the race, Club Race 
co-chairs Doug Bartlett and Art Van 
Dyck apologized to racers that the 
cool September weather they ordered 
was not delivered. But the excitement 
and enthusiasm at the driver’s meet-
ing was palpable, and carried into 
the race the next day. There were no 
incidents during the race and a high 
percentage of starting cars finished 
the race. The 2018 Club Race Super 
Enduro was a success!

Top: The all female Enduro race team: 

Alexandra Sabados, Kim Gutowski, 

Lisa Hunsicker, Cheryl Lehman Collier  

Below: Photographer Stephen Krupnick
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PCA AT SEBRING:
A PERSPECTIVE
STORY BY DAN SMITHYMAN, 48 HOURS AT SEBRING CO-CHAIR     
PHOTOS BY JUHA LIEVONEN 

So… I am rolling up High-
way US 27 through south central 
Florida on my way to Sebring. Just 
ticking off the miles, letting my 
thoughts wander. US 27 (from my 
place in southeast Florida to Sebring) 
is not a bad ride at all, mostly four 
lanes and smooth pavement. It hasn’t 
always been this way. I remember 
back in the early days of my travels 
to Sebring, it was terrifying: Narrow 
two-lane roads, dark as hell at night 
and lots of head on collisions. I per-
sonally have seen several really nasty 
ones and avoided one myself by driv-
ing off the shoulder just in the nick 
of time…

Right now though, I have the 
cruise control set at 74 and am lis-
tening to some tunes, race car in tow. 
Nice. As my mind wanders it occurs 
to me that it takes me 2hrs 30 mins 
to get to Sebring from my house. At 
Sebring I’m always trying to get my 
lap time below 2:30 in my ‘76 3.0L 
911 hot rod… Coincidence? 

The Middle of Nowhere
Sebring is really in the middle of 

nowhere, nothing around me but 
cow fields and sugar cane as far as 
the eye can see. Welcome to Central 
Florida! I live in the southeast part 
of Florida, kind of western Ft. Lau-

derdale. If I lived in Miami it would 
take an hour longer, and if I lived in 
the Keys (still Florida technically) 
Google says it would take 5 hours 
and 38 minutes!

My daughter, Christal, is a perfor-
mance driver and is meeting me at 
the track. She lives in Tampa and it 
takes her the better part of two hours 
to get there coming from the oppo-
site direction. If she lived further up 
the west coast, in Pensacola, it would 
take 7 hours and 37 minutes going 
south east to get there! 

Yup… Sebring is in the middle of 
nowhere.

Mike Tarter’s Article
Following my article is one writ-

ten by Mike Tarter. It focuses on the 
Sebring airport and racetrack begin-
nings. It is a fascinating story of the 
history of the area. Mike outlines 
how it became a World War II base 
and then a world class race track. 

Just how did this small town in 
the middle of nowhere became the 
Mecca of racing in the USA some 60 
years ago? I still have trouble wrap-
ping my head around it. How the 
hell did folks get here way back then?

No less interesting to me is how 
PCA got involved in racing and just 
how did the 48 Hours at Sebring  
PCA Club Race become one of the 
biggest Club Racing events in the 
U.S. and the world?

The story of PCA Club Racing is 
the stuff of legends and has been told 
many times. My hope here is to put a 
little perspective to it from the Gold 
Coast (GCR) and Suncoast Regions 
point of view.

As you may know, PCA Club 
Racing was born in 1992. Our dear 
friend Alan Friedman and a small 
band of car guys were Porsche enthu-
siasts who enjoyed racing. Their 
unfortunate experience was that as 
you progressed in driving skill you 
had to leave the PCA world if you 
wanted to go racing. There were 
plenty of good drivers, getting lots of 
track time driving DE. 

By the early ‘90s many of the 
larger PCA Regions (Gold Coast and 
Suncoast included) had very robust 
DE programs. GCR DE legend, 
Ken Fengler, recalls the early days at 
Moroso Motorsport Park, where the 
Gold Coast Region DE program got 
its start. Fengler says, “Porsche own-
ers want to drive their cars; always 
have, always will”. At that time, 
Gold Coast had a serious autocross 
program, but pretty much nothing 
on track.

 In the early ‘80s Ken convinced 
the powers that be in GCR that 
Driver Education on a track would 
work. Let’s just say that, in the 
beginning, not everyone agreed. 
Fengler did his due diligence, got all 

the necessary information together 
and kept at it. Despite some intense 
protestation, in May of 1984 he 
got the first GCR DE approved at 
Moroso. Moroso’s road course, at the 
time, was underutilized, the cost of 
the track was something like $200 
for the weekend! Given that nearly 
100 drivers signed up, the numbers 
worked out great and the Gold Coast 
Driver Ed Program was born.

With the success of the DE pro-
grams came lots of drivers with skills 
and the desire to do more. Fast for-
ward 10 years or so and a lot of those 
same players had moved on. Many 
were selling off their Porsches to go 
racing elsewhere.

Alan Friedman was watching this 
happen and wanted to create an 
opportunity to keep these drivers 
involved in PCA. As a veteran of sev-
eral racing programs, Alan thought 
the Vintage Racing rules would work 
for PCA. Fun, fast and safe… Just 
like my ’76 hot rod.

It took a bit of convincing (ok, 
years) to get it approved, but at the 
1991 Parade the National Executive 
Council agreed to give Club Racing a 
test drive. There were four PCA Club 
Racing events in 1994. The success 
of those early races in Denver, Sum-
mit Point, Pocono and Lime Rock 
paved the way for PCA Club Rac-
ing. Fortunately, the programs were 
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successful and more folks became 
believers. Eventually it was decided 
that PCA National would oversee 
the Club Racing Program and let 
the regions decide if they wanted to 
produce a race. This would provide 
an important level of consistency at 
every event.

All that regions needed to do was 
agree to put up the money and fig-
ure out how to run a Club Race. 
What could go wrong? Bill Riley, 
the Zone 12 Rep at the time, recalls 
that the region budgets back then 
were counted in hundreds, not thou-
sands of dollars. Scary stuff here. Bill 
says, “I wasn’t a fan, simply because 
the potential for financial disaster 
was so high. Shortly thereafter I had 
become a big fan!”

Of course, not much went wrong 
with the first few Club Racing events 
under Alan’s stewardship, and more 
folks started to come around. That 
the first races were, for the most 
part, financial successes (instead of 
disasters as feared) helped. I can tell 

you that heading into that first race 
at Sebring, here in Gold Coast and 
Suncoast, there were clearly people 
of two mindsets: Those who pushed 
for Club Racing and those who later 
were big enough to admit that they 
were wrong! Don’t get me wrong, 
everyone had the best interests of the 
regions at heart, but these were try-
ing times.

The first Sebring Club Race in 
1994 was a huge success in every 
way. That’s not to say it was without 
drama. As Friedman recalls “The 
weather up north was terrible (shock-
ing). Most of the national organizers 
got snowed in and never made it (all 
but Alan). The regional guys stepped 
up and things went smoothly”. 

Through those turbulent early 
days passionate, creative innova-
tors forged their way through the 
unknown to bring Club Racing to 
the Porsche Club of America on 
shoestring budgets. We should say 
thanks to those early people more 
often. We owe them a lot.

PCA Club Racing now has over 30 
races each year and, for many of the 
host regions, it is the premier event 
of the year. It certainly is for the 
Gold Coast and Suncoast Regions. 
Every year we have hundreds of vol-
unteers working tirelessly to put on 
the Sebring Club Race. Most have 
been putting in their time and exper-
tise for years. Some have been there 
every year since the beginning.

Coming back year after year, mak-
ing things a bit better every year and 
doing it with good folks that share 
the passion is what keeps this guy 
coming back; that’s for sure.

If you want to experience a great 
PCA Club Race, come to Sebring, 
always the first club race on the cal-
endar each year.

Hope to see you there.

Dan Smithyman
Co-Chairman
48 Hours at Sebring
PCA Club Race

Top photo: 

Dan Smithyman 

making the rounds 

at the Sebring Club 

Race earlier this 

year.

Middle photo: 

This is a photo of 

most of the key local 

and national staff 

that it takes to run 

this event. Their 

60+ page event 

program thanks 

over 125 volunteers 

and an impressive 

list of sponsors.

Bottom photo: 

A typical Sebring 

race start
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SEBRING RACE TRACK AND 
HENDRICKS FIELD
STORY BY MIKE TARTER; PHOTOS BY COLOR TECH SOUTH, DANIEL MAINZER & MIKE TARTER

In 1999, the Sebring pits, tower 
and viewing suites that we utilize 
were under construction. So, the 

Sebring Club Race that year was held 
in the Green Park area within turns 4 
through 12. While walking around 
between sessions, I noticed a drainage 
manhole cover. Cast into the rusty 
steel was some identification writing: 
“Mclean Iron Works - Palatka Flor-
ida 1941”. What?! Wow, that’s old. I 
marveled over this old steel, and then 
realized I was looking at a part of the 
original airfield built during World 
War II. I’ve been driving at Sebring 
track events since 1983, and I sort of 
knew the racetrack had originally been 

configured on an airfield, but I hadn’t 
really thought about the history of the 
track. I later looked at aerial photos 
and recognized that some that we 
enjoy today is remains of that airfield. 
I was intrigued; I got reading.

It goes back to 1940. War had 
been raging in China and in Europe 
for several years. It was likely the 
U.S. would be at least an indirect 
participant. We were already sup-
plying equipment to our allies via 
the Lend-Lease program. Sebring 
city leaders foresaw the US would 
need training bases. They proactively 
bought 9,200 acres of sandy, palmet-
to-covered, marshy, Florida prairie 
land about seven miles southeast of 
the city of Sebring. This larger than 
immediately necessary area was then 
offered to the U.S. War Department, 
with a 99 year lease at $1.00 per year.

After inspections and consider-
ations for power, water, weather, 
rail service and road access, on June 
13, 1941 the War Department 
announced that this site was to 
become a Basic Flying School. By 
the end of 1941 there were 2-3000 
workers building around the clock. 
They built a complete town, from 
the ground up. It started with drain-
age, access roads, rail spurs, electric 
power, water and sewage systems, 
telephone and telegraph lines, more 
roads, then 150 foot wide runways, 
and buildings. Everything – bar-
racks, repair and training shops, mess 
halls, offices, warehouses, a fire sta-
tion, huge aircraft hangers, a control 
tower, hospital, a chapel, PXs, Post 
Office, recreation halls, motor pool, 
a water tower, fuel and ammunition 
depots, and a swimming pool or two. 
Plus paved roads, widening the run-
ways to 300 feet and adding taxiways 
and aircraft dispersal points around 
the perimeter of the runways.

In July 1941, before the U.S. was 
officially at war, we sold 20 B-17C 
bombers to Great Britain. A con-
tingent of US Army B-17 pilots 
volunteered to help train the Royal 
Air Force pilots. Among them was a 
West Point graduate, 1st Lieutenant 
Laird Woodruff Hendricks, who had 

grown up here in Florida. He arrived 
in Great Britain on July 25.   Three 
days later, Laird and a crew of six 
British airmen were to conduct a 
high altitude test. The flight took off 
from RAF Polebrook and crashed less 
than 30 minutes later. Laird was bur-
ied in Arlington National Cemetery. 

On January 14, 1942, the airfield 
was named Hendricks Field in mem-
ory of Laird Hendricks.

By March the base was training 
complete combat crews; pilot, co-pi-
lot, navigator, bombardier, radio 
operator, aerial engineer, and 4 air 
gunners. 

Hendricks Field was one of numer-
ous training airfields in Florida.  Near 
Fort Myers Buckingham Field was 
dedicated to training aircraft gun-
nery crews. The Boca Raton airbase 
trained radar bombing, mostly B-24 
bombers. The airfield near Orlando 
was a fighter training base (now it’s 
Orlando Executive). Another field 
was at Immokalee. As an aside, over 
the years, I have autocrossed at each 
one of these. The Avon Park Bomb-
ing range, about 30 miles away, was 
constructed in 1942 and is still in use.

By mid-1942, this was now a small 
city but a major airfield, with four 

5,000 foot long by 300 feet wide 
concrete runways and huge parking 
ramps. A note here - I’ve heard that 
because steel was in critical demand 
during the war, much of the airfield 
concrete was poured without rein-
forcing bars. It’s amazing that it has 
held up this well so long.

Late in 1942, the base mission 
was changed again. It became a spe-
cialized training school for four-en-
gine pilots. Thousand of single and 
twin-engine pilots were transferred 
here to transition to four engine 
aircraft, including B-17, B-24 and 
B-29s. During the war, Hendricks 

You can only see the 1976 to 1982 overall 
winners from the 12 Hours of Sebring in this 
photo of the Sebring pits. In actuality, Porsche 
has been the overall winner 18 times. Second 
is Ferrari with 12 overall wins
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Field trained over 10,000 aircrew.  
At peak, there were over 120 B-17 
bombers based here and more than 
1.2 million takeoffs and landings.

Hendricks had one of the best 
safety records, but there were casu-
alties. There were eight B-17 crashes, 
with 45 men killed. Most of the B-17 
aircrews went to Europe. The loss 
rate for the 8th Air Force in Europe 
was about 20-30%; thus it’s probable 
that thousands of these men (women 
did not serve in combat aircrew in 
WWII) perished.

As noted, this was a major train-
ing airfield, for ground crew as well; 
navigation, meteorology, radio and 
aerial engineering. Take a look at 
the aerial photo of the base. In the 
photo to the right, compare the ratio 
of the 5000 foot long runways to the 
width. It was a small complete city.  
There were over a hundred marriages 
performed, numerous babies born 
in the base hospital. The base had a 
newspaper and published a yearbook 
documenting achievements.

After Germany surrendered in 
May 1945, and Japan in August, the 
airfield was already winding down.  
The thousands of service men and 
women stationed at the base were 
understandably eager to return to 
their homes and lives. The base was 
officially closed as an Army Air Field 
on December 31, 1945, and turned 
over to the City of Sebring on May 
1, 1946.

By the way, remember that nation-
wide housing shortage? There was 
some scuffling over those unused 
fairly new buildings all over the 
airfield. I found a few references to 
buildings ‘vanishing’ after the war.

By 1950, the airfield was largely 
abandoned and getting derelict. An 
aeronautical engineer, Alec Ulmann 
saw the long runways and paved roads 
as an opportunity for a road race. He 
organized the Sam Collier 6-Hour 
Memorial Race, held on December 
31, 1950. This is reported as the first 
sports car endurance race in the U.S. 
It utilized two of the runways, much 
of the parking ramps and some of the 
base paved roads. In 1952, he orga-

nized the first 12-Hours of Sebring 
race, on March 15, 1952. See the 
course diagram above, compare it to 
the base photo (top) from 1944.

There is a great photo of the start 

of the 1966 12 Hour race (next 
page). That nice wide staging area, 
with the pits to the left and track to 
the right – that was a small part of 
the bomber parking ramp. The track 

configuration changed several times 
over the years, in order to not have 
the race shut down air traffic (see the 
photo on the right).

The present track, the 12-Hour 
course that we drive, uses some origi-
nal concrete of Hendricks Field. The 
long back straight from turn 16 to 
17 – that is part of what was a run-
way. When I first drove here in 1983, 
the weeds growing up in the concrete 
expansion cracks had to be mowed 
down because the track was so dis-
used back then, before DE’s.

From Turn 17 along the front 
straight past Turn 1 was parking 
ramp for B-17s. As we head towards 
Turn 1, the concrete goes way to the 
left, to the infield, and to our right 
over to the pit structures. That is 
mostly all original 1941-42 concrete.  

This track that we blast around has 
seen some amazing events and history. 
Two of the original four runways and a 
hangar are still used, albeit improved. 
By the way, I can heartily recommend 
the restaurant in the new terminal 
building. There is a memorial to Laird 
Hendricks in that building.

Now, each time I go to the Sebring 
track, I somberly recall some of that 
history. One other thing astonishes 
me still; that manhole cover has 
been there since 1941, continuously 
exposed to Florida weather. It has sur-
face rust, yet the casting is still read-
able. What absolutely amazing cast 
iron or steel. I wish my 1968 911 (my 
first Porsche) had been made with 
such corrosion resistant good steel.

So – how did we come to race 
here? In May 1984, Gold Coast 
Region held it’s first  DE event at the 
now extinct Moroso racetrack near 
North Palm Beach. By 1993, Gold 
Coast and Sun Coast PCA regions 
had active DE programs, and had 
been doing some of these at Sebring.  
I was at the proposal meeting for the 
first Club Race here. As with our first 
proposed DE, several people said, 
“are you kidding? Are you crazy?  
This will be a disaster.” The first year 
(1994) or two of the race there was, 
ahem, ‘austere’, but successful. It has 
grown ever since.
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Winners Do The Research

Be Smart, Not Sorry

AMERICAN DESIGNED                AMERICAN MADE
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PREPARATION IS 
(ALMOST) EVERYTHING
STORY BY FRANKLIN PRAY

When I mentor a rookie 
racer at his/her first Club 
Race weekend, the more 

inquisitive candidates always ask 
me for that single one most important 
thing that they should focus on for 
their first race weekend.  My answer 
to that question is always the same: 
“A clean race weekend but your 
preparation will make all the differ-
ence!”.

Of course, there are many things 
that contribute to a successful race 
weekend, especially the driving part 
but, in my view, the single most 
important element to an enjoyable, 
safe and successful race weekend 
that allows a driver to focus on the 

driving and competition aspect is the 
preparation for it.

Everything on your car should work
At the risk of over-stating the obvi-

ous, preparation starts with your car 
and it is actually quite simple in that 
everything on your car should work 
and it should be in compliance with 
the PCA Club Racing safety stan-
dards and class rules. For example, 
I lost count of the number of times 
when I am working the Black Flag 
station as a scrut during the Friday 
practice sessions and we have to 
black flag a car because brake lights 
don’t work. I am also surprised how 
many cars I find on a race weekend 

with expired belts, expired seats, or 
missing seat back braces. The most 
stressful part to a race weekend is 
certainly showing up with a car that 
still requires maintenance, whether a 
brake flush, brake pads, rotors or any 
other repairs.

PCA Club Races are usually very 
well-choreographed events where the 
schedule is occupied by the various 
meetings and run sessions so there 
is usually very little time to work 
on your car once the typical Friday 
Practice day gets going. For me, my 
race prep actually starts at the end 
of the PREVIOUS track/race week-
end, when I compile a maintenance, 
repair and improvements list and 

plan to get the car ready for the next 
race weekend – think about it!

Plan for Maintenance at the Track 
and manage your Consumables

Many cars will not be able to com-
plete a race weekend without replac-
ing consumables like brake pads and 
rotors. Whether a shop supports 
your car or you do it by yourself, 
you need a plan to manage your 
consumables.  For example, there 
should be no reason to add the addi-
tional stress of having to bed brakes 
on the out lap of a race when you are 
at the mercy of the pace that is set by 
the pace car.  What if it is a very fast 
pace lap? Best leave bedding brakes 
to practice and warm-up sessions 
(and plan that in advance).

Have a Tire Strategy
There are very few race classes 

where you can successfully run an 
entire race weekend on one set of 
tires, so it is important to have a tire 
strategy. It is also important to have a 
contingent strategy for mishaps like 
flats, cut tires or unanticipated tire 
failures. This all starts with order-
ing or reserving new tires for a spe-
cific event and figuring out how to 
get them mounted. There is always 
a mad rush by whoever provides tire 
service at the track so make sure you 
get in line early to where your car is 
not sitting on jack stands when it is 
time to head to grid (yes, I’ve been 
there and done that).

Obviously, don’t forget your rain 
tires. In my experience it is para-
mount to have them ready because 
chances are that it won’t rain if you 
have them ready to go.

Have a Fuel Strategy
I like to keep my fuel jugs full and 

promptly refill them when empty. 
First off, some tracks sometimes run 
out of fuel (yes it happened to me 
twice this year) and you don’t want to 
be grounded by lack of it and, second, 
the fuel pumps can be a very busy 
place and you do not want to stress. 
The fueling issue obviously depends 
on your car’s fuel consumption so 

take the Friday practice sessions to 
figure out that particular part.

Make sure the cameras work
PCA Club Racing mandates a 

front facing camera and recom-
mends a rear facing camera. If you 
have a camera system that doesn’t 
start automatically, make sure you 
have a plan on when to turn it on 
(like the five minute marker on grid) 
and of course make sure the cameras 
are charged and that the SD cards 
have enough room to record. Best 
is to buy the biggest SD cards avail-
able and clear them at the start of the 
weekend and at the end of every day. 
I lost count of the times when I work 
an incident as a scrut and I’m told by 
a driver that he has no video to show 
the incident as “the SD card is full.”

Getting the Driver ready
The most obvious preparation 

involves the driving part, whether it 
is actual practice in a Test and Tune or 
DE event, reviewing video of others 
(fellow competitors are usually quite 
generous by posting them on You 
Tube) or your own, reviewing your 
track notes, memorizing shift points, 
brake-on and brake-off points, target 
minimum speeds, reviewing previ-
ous session data and the traits of best 

theoretical laps.
The other part is to gauge the 

competition and anticipate where 
you will likely be on grid given how 
the run groups are organized. Given 
the back and forth with last min-
ute additions and cancellations, run 
groups are usually not set until the 
weekend before the event. Renn-
points (www.rennpoints.com) does a 
pretty good job forecasting lap times 
and let’s you gauge your approxi-
mate competitive position on grid.  
For people that you are not familiar 
with, there is also an option of view-
ing their PCA Club Racing history 
that might be helpful to you.

Let me finish one the most 
important prep aspect for the race 
weekend – get the driver emotion-
ally and physically ready. This really 
starts with a hydration regime about 
two to three days IN ADVANCE of 
the event, especially if the weather is 
forecasted to be hot and it ends with 
leaving all emotional and mental 
distractions and baggage outside the 
car as you are ready to strap in for a 
session.

I’ve heard people saying that luck 
in racing is when preparation meets 
opportunity. So why not spend some 
more time on preparation part?
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Prep Checklist:
- Compile a maintenance/repair/

improvement plan after your previ-
ous track event

- Complete all scheduled mainte-
nance prior to the track weekend 

- Conduct a safety and functional 
check before you head to the track

- Have a maintenance strategy   
 for the track

- Have a tire Strategy for the   
 weekend

- Have a fuel strategy for the   
 weekend

- Make sure the driver himself is  
 ready

The Author:  Franklin Pray is a PCA 
National volunteer when he does not 
race his own GTB1 Cayman or Vin-
tage 911 with PCA Club Racing

              

                     a good day…

THAT’S RACING.

…a bad day

 FOR ALL OF YOUR PORSCHE AUTOBODY, PAINT & FABRICATION NEEDS
 WE WORK WITH ALL INSURANCE COMPANIES
 PORSCHE APPROVED COLLISION CENTER 
 REPAIRING & RESTORING PORSCHES FOR 35 YEARS
 RECOMMENDED BY PORSCHE MOTORSPORTS NORTH AMERICA
 SPECIAL CONSIDERATION GIVEN TO RACE CARS
 WE ARE A FAMILY-OWNED & OPERATED BUSINESS FOR 35 YEARS
 CERTIFIED ALUMINUM BODY & CHASSIS REPAIRS WITH STATE-OF-THE ART EQUIPMENT
 BODYMOTION… IS YOUR ONE-STOP SHOP
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Dates Event Event Contact
Region/Zone Additional info
  
Oct 5 - 7 Hallett Motor Racing Circuit Jon Jones  918.740.7951
Cimarron Region 944 Cup Nationals West (West/SouthWest) jonesjon843@gmail.com
 Vintage Run Group 
  
Oct 27 - 28 Sonoma Raceway Jim McClelland  925.286.2336
Golden Gate Region 944 Cup West  West Coast Series mcclelland.ggr@gmail.com
  
Oct 26 - 28 Daytona International Speedway* Steve Williamson 407.435.0344
Zone 12 944 Cup Nationals East (North/MidWest/South)   steve@stevewilliamson.com
 Trophy East Series Race 
  
Nov 10 - 11 Motorsport Ranch* Joe Nannis  817.721.6077
Maverick Region  clubrace@mavpca.org
  
Nov 10 - 11 Buttonwillow Raceway Park Tom Brown 619.491.0150
San Diego Region West Coast Series tb911@tbsoftware.net

Feb 1-3 Sebring International Raceway* Dan Smithyman 954.224.4717
Gold Coast/Suncoast Florida Regions dansmithyman@bellsouth.net

* Indicates an Enduro Changes in RED

Register at: http://register.pca.org           Schedule, News, Forms, Information: http://PCAClubRacing.org

*** As of March 22, 2018                           This schedule will be updated as new information is available

New or different Club Race date for 2018
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Phone: 203-723-8928
www. SoftronicSoftware.com
email: Info@SoftronicSoftware.com

Softronic® is the leading producer of racing 
and street performance software.

Spencer Cox at the wheel of his GTB1 National Championship-winning Cayman. 
Enhanced with Softronic® software.

Softronic®-tuned cars have won the GT Class 
at the Rolex 24 at Daytona and powered every 
car in the Cayman Interseries. 

Softronic® software has also powered winning 
cars and top finishers in the ultra-competitive 
World Challenge Series, Continental Tire 
SportsCar Challenge Series, and PCA races 
from coast to coast. 

Street or track, Softronic® software helps you 
put the competition in your rear view mirror.

Isringhausen Motorsports is an 
integral part of the paddock at 
many Porsche Club of America 

Club Racing events throughout the 
year. The sports car team - a branch of 
Isringhausen Porsche based in Spring-
field, Illinois (about 200 miles South 
of Chicago) - usually has three to four 
of their cars at attended events.

Geoff Isringhausen, owner and 
manager of the luxury car dealer-
ship, said his love affair with Porsche 
started in high school as he drove 
his brothers 914. In 1981, while 
Geoff was still studying for a degree 
in mechanical engineering, his two 
older brothers started a small used 
car business in Springfield, specializ-
ing in German cars. After working in 
the refined petroleum transport busi-

ness for Colonial Pipeline for a few 
years Geoff joined his brothers in the 
automobile business.

They did well with used vehicles 
through the 80s. In the late 80s the 
general new car business was strug-
gling, and they were able to acquire 
franchises for BMW, Porsche, Mer-
cedes and Saab. When the fam-
ily landed the Porsche franchise in 
1989, Geoff ’s understanding and 
appreciation for the brand expanded. 
“It was a real thrill for us that we had 
the privilege to represent this great 
brand that we truly loved.”

Throughout these years Geoff 
raced dirt bikes mostly in enduro 
and cross country events. He started 
coming to track days with PCA and 
other organizations, driving street 

cars. In 2010 Dougie Livingston 
offered to help him get into racing. 
The entry to racing is a big hurdle. 
Without race experience Geoff didn’t 
know what went into a good race car, 
how to prepare for racing, etc. From 
2011 through 2013 Geoff and team 
raced with Livingston’s ITC Series 
where he gained experience with 
Dougie’s outstanding guidance. After 
those intro years he decided he liked 
the PCA format and started racing 
exclusively with PCA Club Racing. 
Since then he has been a familiar face 
at many PCA events each season.

Isringhausen Motorsports owns 
two large transport trucks that go 
from race to race across the coun-
try. They use a driving coach, Dan 
Clarke, and trackside technical 

ISRINGHAUSEN RACING
PORSCHE DEALERSHIP FINDS HOME IN PCA CLUB RACING

STORY BY SKIP CARTER; PHOTOS BY JEFF BROWN
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Sebring Pro Technology and is the next evolution of the Supertouring seat with full 
Hans compatibility. It features a 100% carbon fi ber shell lined with NASA-developed 
Confor® foam and integrated lateral head restraints. The carbon shell construction offers 
outstanding rigidity with a 50% weight savings over fi berglass shells while the Confor® 
cushions mold to the driver, absorbing 85% of initial energy distributing loads for the ultimate 
in comfort and safety. With Alcantara® anti-slip fabric and leather wear patches for hard-
wearing good looks, dual, independent leg cushions, and a deep-sided ergonomic shape for 

lateral support. Exceeds 3 times FIA 8855-1999 standards @ 63g. 

Cobra Seats...the most technically advanced seats in the world!

Featuring Outlast® Technology!
Phase change materials (PCMs) are incorporated into Cobra’s 
Sebring Pro to interact with the driver’s body temperature and 
provides a buffer against temperature swings.

Alloy Side Mounts
Manufactured from 5 mm high-tensile 
aluminum for superior quality. FIA approved. 
Available in black only. 

 Track First | OH |   234-380-5978
 Vorshlag Motorsports | TX |   972-422-7170
 Wine Country Motor Sports | CA |   707-935-7223
 Wine Country Motor Sports | CO |   303-799-6606
 Wine Country Motor Sports | FL |   561-748-5328

Authorized Centers 
 Buckley Racing | TX |  817-239-7969
 Driver’s Edge Autosport | BC |  604-298-5531
 Fall-Line Motorsports | IL |  847-215-9500
 Phoenix Performance | PA |  610-482-0141
 Race Technik | AZ |  480-655-7475

To fi nd a dealer near you: (714) 847-1501 

or fi nd us on the web at: cobra.subesports.com

Sube’ Sports is an authorized 
North American distributor

of COBRA seats. 
www.subesports.com

Client: SUBE SPORTS  |  Ad: PUMA: Shoe/SL Tech/Generic  |  Publication:EXCELLENCE/VELOCITY  |  Size: T=8.375x10.875 – B=8.5x11.125  |  If you experience any problems with this ad please contact: info@newportcreatives.com or (949) 436-8923.subead_puma_cobra_PORSCHE_0614.indd   2 6/23/14   8:32 AM

support is provided by Gold Certi-
fied Porsche Technicians from his 
store - the highest level of qualifica-
tion awarded by the manufacturer. 
“We have all the Porsche diagnostic 
equipment and tools at each event, 
so we can keep the cars running and 
on track.,”

Geoff has mostly run in GTB1, 
but recently started running a Cay-
man GT4 in GT3, and just raced 
the former GT Sport Racing World 
Challenge car at Rennsport Reunion 
VI at Laguna Seca Raceway.

“This all started with me wanting 
to experience a Porsche on the track.  
I brought out a street car and a tech-
nician. Then over a couple of years, 
I got more interested and progressed 
to a fully prepped race car. It has 
been a fantastic and rewarding jour-
ney. Plenty of thrills and heartbreak 
along the way”

“Since then, I have met people at 
the track and in our showroom to 
share my love of racing. It has been 
gratifying to introduce new people to 
racing. Customers visiting our store 
are frequently intrigued by the race 
cars they see there. This can lead to 
helping them get on the track some 
moving from track days to full racing.

“Porsches are such exciting cars 
and just a step above the rest. Part of 
my collection includes a 1989 Targa, 
Gen 1 and 2 997 GT3 RS plus a few 
others. They are all a blast to drive.”

Isringhausen’s son, Geoff Jr., is 
also a seasoned Club Racer. His 
journey with racing started with his 
first HPDE at Blackhawk Farms in a 
Cayman S with the Chicago Region.

“I knew it would be fun, but it 
was such a different type of fun,” 
Isringhausen Jr. said. “The gentle-
manly-ness of PCA and the respect 
you get from other drivers - we really 
appreciate that and that’s why we still 
race in PCA.”

“Porsche Club Racing has been 
really fun,” adds Geoff Sr. “I’ve met 
so many great people attending rac-
ing events. We love talking racing, 
talking cars - some of these people 
become friends and customers. It’s 
just been a win on every level.”

Left: Geoff and Geoff 

Jr at the recent Road 

America Club Race

Middle: Kevin Maxim 

on the Road America 

podium with coach 

Dan Clark and Is-

ringhausen techni-

ciaks Jimmie Cardo-

ni David Drake and 

Dillon Cox

Below: Geoff Jr in 

the GTB1 2012 Cay-

man R
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ON THE COVER: 
MATTHEW GOETZINGER
STORY BY MATTHEW GOETZINGER; PHOTOS BY VICTOR NEWMAN PHOTOGRAPHY

Skip Carter graciously reached 
out to me to learn more about 
my story as a newish club racer. 

But let’s be honest, it’s really all about 
the Rothmans car. It remains true for 
me today, and I am sure essentially 
every reader can relate – these cars 
are special. 

Coming over from 5+ years of com-
petitive endurance racing (ironmans 
and marathons (yes foot racing)), 
and transitioning into becoming a 
father, I still needed something to 
satisfy my desire to compete and 
test myself. At times my wife still 
bemoans my choice of a new hobby, 
but four years in, she has learned that 
this is my escape and place where I 

find peace and perspective away from 
my professional career (that and my 
two little boys naturally love the bark 
of dad’s race car). Again, something 
probably 99% of club racers relate to 
on some level. 

In so many words, these common 
threads serve as the initial basis for 
the friendships that you develop with 
your fellow teammates and compet-
itors in PCA. Having been lucky to 
stumble upon Accumoto at the out-
set, I have been fortunate to have 
teammates evolve into true friends – 
ones that you can run door to door 
against on the track with utmost 
confidence, and then break bread 
and share stories into the evening. 

But honestly, it does all come back 
to the early air-cooled 911s. Mark 
White (Accumoto owner) has built 
a business around these cars in the 
same way that I would do with a 
clean sheet of paper. The G-body, 
E-car platform is a great car to learn 
handling, balance, set-up, race craft, 
and really just enjoy the heck out of 
the engineering of these cars the way 
that it was intended. 

Having started as a casual self-sup-
ported DE driver in my old E90 
M3, I saw the light on a random 
cold winter afternoon at Mark’s 
shop in Waunakee, and now have a 
incurable, full-on case of air-cooled 
fever. The M3 is long gone and has 

been replaced by several air-cooled 
race cars and a few fun street cars. It’s 
hard to pick a favorite, but the SCRS 
themed Rothmans has been a poster 
car for me since I was a kid. 

Rennsport Reunion VI
This past September I had the 

opportunity to compete in the Eifel 
Trophy Group 3 race at Rennsport 
Reunion VI in my 1965 two liter 
911 (the #136 car on the left). This 
is the car that gentleman driver, Wil-
bur Pickett and professional shoe, 
Peter Gregg co-drove to a class win 
at the 12-hours of Sebring in 1969. 
Clearly a very special car that I am 
fortunate to currently care take. 
Interestingly, this car was converted 
to a race car very early in its life and 
competed within numerous IMSA, 
SCCA, NASCAR Grand Touring 
and TransAm races. Eventually the 
car was put away in a garage in Pitts-
burgh before being rediscovered and 
restored in the early 2000s.

To me this very early car embodies 
the true platform from which essen-
tially each future iteration of the 
911 parallels. There is a simplicity 
to this car that makes it wonderful 
to drive. Factor in the lightness of an 
early race-prepped short-wheel base, 
the elimination of sound deadening 
and a twin plug motor and you have 
instant nirvana. Ok you caught me, 
this is really the “it” car for me. 

See you at the track! 
Matthew

Ed: I so much appreciate people like 
Matthew with the passion they bring.
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World Fastest Turbo S
EKanooRacing

Predator Performance

1/4 Mile Record 9.397 @ 146MPH

1/2 Mile Record @ 177MPH

1st Place - Time Attack 2
Porsche of Colorado Springs

2015 Pikes Peak International Hill Climb

World Fastest Turbo S (Stock Turbo)
Vengeance Racing

1/4 Mile Record 9.717 @ 143MPH

At Road America this year I 
hooked up with Victor New-
man, a photographer who has 

been covering our Clubsport group 
and pretty much anything else gong 
on at the track. We worked together 
to take the above photo of the E 
Class 911s as they came off the track 
(we got most of them). 

Victor is from Forest, Virginia (a 
small town outside of Lynchburg). 
“I have a 16 year old daughter that 
stands to get a college scholarship 
playing soccer.  We do a LOT of 
travel soccer. I photograph all the 
games and put the photos online for 
the other players and their families.  
Same goes for her (state champion) 
high school team. I also shoot all the 

VICTOR NEWMAN 
PHOTOGRAPHY
STORY BY SKIP CARTER; PHOTOS BY VICTOR NEWMAN

local high school sports for the AD and yearbook as something of a ser-
vice to the school (it’s rather fun and beats working concession stands). So 
I put those online too so the kids and their families can get them. Kids are 
REALLY nice to my daughter when they figure out who her dad is. In among 
all the sports photos I do upload some of my commercial stuff that some of 
my friends like to see:

UVA basketball: http://vfnewman.com/images/2018UVA-UNC-1-6/
  http://vfnewman.com/images/2018UVA-ND-3-3/

Orange Bowl from a couple years ago:   http://vfnewman.com/images/2016orange

Airshows: http://vfnewman.com/images/2016airshow/#/page/3

Moto America at VIR: http://vfnewman.com/images/2018virmoto/

Pirelli World Challenge at VIR:   http://vfnewman.com/images/2018virpwc/

24 hours of Daytona: http://vfnewman.com/images/2018rolex24/
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Swain 2018 Ad AC Kellermeyer Matt Cole Ad • 7.25 x 4.875 • Porsche Club of America

1000 HP TRAILBLAZER 
GROCERY-GETTER

Matt Cole, owner of a LS2 powered Chevy TrailBlazer SS, wanted lower ex-
haust heat so he could work on a hot engine without burning his skin. He tried 
header/pipe wraps. It was hard to install and he didn’t like itchy fiberglass 
in his skin. And oil fires starting in wraps killed that idea. He tried that shiny 
silver coating but it was thin and did nothing to control heat. Matt found 
Swain Tech’s thick White LightningTM exhaust coating and it worked. White 
Lightning can add power but Matt loved the heat control. At a track he had to 
replace his coated down pipe with a raw stainless section. “It was WAY-WAY 
HOT, but everything else coated I could touch. I’m sold man, the stuff works!” 
White Lightning isn’t pretty when new and gets ugly after many passes but 
it is an effective thermal barrier for all race cars. (Matt cheats and paints his 
exhaust with “ceramic paint.”) His friends were impressed 
watching him work on scorching engines. “I know some of 
the guys will be sending their hot sides to Swain this winter 
after seeing mine. It’s impressive stuff.” 

www.swaintech.com
Scottsville, NY 14546 585-889-2790

Matt’s TrailBlazer will best his 2017  
run of 9.3 @148 mph. Go to  
YouTube and watch Matt  
smoke a Vette- 
https://youtu.be/udTAI5ry_FA

Danny Kellermeyer and new C7 race 
car. DJ Racing, Ortonville Michigan

DANNY WINS CHAMPIONSHIPS 
WITH SWAIN COATINGS

Corvette guy, Danny Kellermeyer has a winning road racing career. He 
tests new products every year. He says, “Most are snake oil! Swain coat-
ings have played a large part in our championships. Their coatings improve 
our braking, control heat passing into the drivers compartment as well as 
isolating heat that would create problems in brake and fuel systems. Their 
engine coatings reduce wear and allow us to gain power.” Danny coats 
his pistons, valves, cylinder heads, headers and brakes. “At a 100°+Texas 
Motor Speedway day we cooked an engine. A radiator hose broke and 
overheated the engine severely. I thought the engine was toast but we 
fixed it and finished on the podium. We ran the car all season without a 
tear down and it got faster each race. The post season tear down revealed 
an engine with little wear or damage from the overheat.” Danny puts about 
5,000 race/track day miles on his C6 and C7 engines with no tear downs. 
Without Swain coatings he’d have to rebuild after 
3,000 miles.

 SWAIN 
TECH COATINGS

Registered Representative and Financial Advisor of Park Avenue Securities LLC (PAS). OSJ: 120 Broadway, 37th Floor New York, NY 10271. phone: 212.701.7900. Securities products and advisory services 
offered through PAS, member FINRA, SIPC. Financial Representative of The Guardian Life Insurance Company of America® (Guardian), New York, NY. PAS is an indirect, wholly-owned subsidiary of Guardian. 
Strategies for Wealth is not an affiliate or subsidiary of PAS or Guardian. Guardian, its subsidiaries, agents, and employees do not provide tax, legal, or accounting advice. Consult your tax, legal, or ac-
counting professional regarding your individual situation. 2017-37627 Exp. 3/19 

MARC H. MILLER CLU®, ChFC®, RIA®  
OVER 30 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE INSURING OUR PEERS 
 

LIFE & DISABILITY INSURANCE                            
FOR CLUB RACERS & ENTHUSIASTS 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
120 BROADWAY, 37TH FLOOR | NEW YORK, NY 10271 
212.701.7979 MMILLER@STRATEGIESFORWEALTH.COM 

 

In 1998, two men changed North 
American motorsports in such 
a significant way that Porsche 

will recognize the passing of each at 
the 21st Running of Petit Le Mans 
endurance classic. The Porsche GT 
Team, as well as Porsche customer 
teams, will honor Panoz and Maraj 
in various ways at Road Atlanta. 

Panoz, who passed away on Sep-
tember 11, founded the Petit Le 
Mans event in 1998 and the Amer-
ican Le Mans Series in 1999 to align 
American sports car racing with 
the 24 Hours of Le Mans. After 21 
years, both have flourished, as has 
Road Atlanta, because of the union. 
Maraj’s Champion Racing scored an 

upset victory in that first race taking 
a year-old Porsche 911 GT1 Evo to 
the LMGT1 class victory, third-place 
overall. It was the most significant 
race win by the Florida-based opera-
tion prior to their becoming an offi-
cial Audi works effort in the Le Mans 
Prototype ranks. 

The pair of Porsche 911 RSR – as 
well as all Porsche customer teams in 
the IMSA WeatherTech SportsCar 
Championship, Continental Tire 
Sports Car Challenge and Porsche 
GT3 Cup Challenge USA by Yoko-
hama series – have carried “Dave 
Maraj – A Champion Remembered” 
decals since the untimely death of 
the founder and owner of Champion 

REMEMBERING
DON PANOZ & DAVE MARAJ
STORY FROM PORSCHE AG

Racing on July 21. Champion Rac-
ing became the motorsports arm of 
Champion Motors. Dave, a former 
rally driver from Trinidad, founded 
Champion Porsche in Pompano 
Beach, Florida in 1994.
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BUY MICHELIN® RACING TIRES FROM US. WIN RACES.

EARN MICHELIN® RACING SLICKS.

Compete on MICHELIN® competition slick or rain tires purchased from   
Jackson Motorsports and you could earn free MICHELIN racing slicks.   
All open-tire GT classes are eligible for the Michelin Front Runner  
Championship. For contingency terms and full details, contact Andy  
Gibbons at 864-412-3683 or email him at andy.gibbons@jacksonmg.com. 

 
SUPPORTING THE 2018 MICHELIN FRONT RUNNER  
CHAMPIONSHIP FOR PCA CLUB RACING 
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The enormously successful 
International Motor Rac-
ing Research Center is in a 

race against time. Tom Weidemann, 
Executive Director, explains: “The 
people who started racing in this 
area, which eventually formed Wat-
kins Glen International, are now of 
an age when it’s critical for us to hear 
their stories, to sit down with them 
and understand their contribution 
to racing, to work with their fami-
lies who have gathered mementos, 
documents and artifacts of archival 
quality.”

There are two significant anni-
versaries taking place this year – the 
70th anniversary of racing at Wat-

kins Glen and the 20th anniversary 
of the IMRRC. Nestled in a quiet 
village of 2,500 in upstate New York, 
the IMRRC is just a few miles down 
the hill from the world-famous Wat-
kins Glen International. But how 
did this phenomenal race track get 
started in the first place, in a back 
country village at the end of World 
War II? JC Argetsinger, oldest of 
nine children of race founder, Cam-
eron Argetsinger, knows firsthand: 
“My father was 27 years old and he 
owned an MG TC. He loved sports 
cars and he had this crazy idea – a 
sports car race in the streets of the 
village of Watkins Glen!” Until that 
time, the village enjoyed tourism 

business during the summer – peo-
ple who came for the natural beauty 
of Watkins Glen Gorge and the sur-
rounding parks. “My father sold the 
town fathers on the idea of a sports 
car race in October of 1948 to extend 
the tourist season - and it worked!” 
Cameron Argetsinger recruited allies, 
like Donald Brubaker, who owned 
Seneca Lodge, a summer camp 
with tourist cabins and a small bar 
which became famous with racers.  
After gathering consent from several 
jurisdictions and New York Central 
Railroad, the first race was run on 
October 2, 1948 through the streets 
of the village. The starting line was 
on Franklin Street, in front of the 

A RACE AGAINST TIME 
INTERNATIONAL MOTOR RACING RESEARCH CENTER —WATKINS GLEN, NY

STORY & PHOTOS BY LUIS MARTINEZ
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Schuyler County Courthouse. The 
original 23 starters raced south on 
Franklin and then turned right going 
uphill behind Seneca Lodge, into the 
railroad underpass, down to the very 
narrow Stone Bridge, through the 
woods, over the RR tracks and down 
a steep hill and sharp left turn, cours-
ing back into the village towards the 
Start/Finish line for a total of 6.6 
miles. Many entrants used rod and 
cable mechanical drum brakes. 

JC Argetsinger explains: “The first 
race drew 10,000 spectators, so they 
decided to make it an annual event 
and in 1949 they drew 50,000 spec-
tators.  By 1950 it was 100,000, and 
in 1952 200,000! The race took off 
like a rocket. We went from nothing 
to a national event in only 10 years, 
and then an international event in 
15 years!” During the ensuing years 
other communities showed inter-
est in road racing venues – Sebring 
started in 1950, Willow Springs 
in ’53, Road America in ’50, Lime 
Rock Park and Laguna Seca in ’57.  
The financial impact of the races on 
the Finger Lakes region has been tre-
mendous. When my father died in 
2008, a newspaper editorial noted 
that while road racing would have 
eventually been developed in Amer-
ica, without Cameron Argetsinger it 
would not have happened in Wat-
kins Glen. My father was a dreamer 
but also an executor – for 20 years of 
Formula 1 racing, he brought it all 
together, made it happen by working 
with mechanics, flaggers and crew as 
well as F1 organizers, factories,  team 
owners and sponsors.”

A graduate of Cornell Law, Cam-
eron married Jean Sause and had 
nine children. JC is the oldest, Duke 
is youngest. Brother Peter, still rac-
ing, is a member of the IMRRC 
governing council.“ My mother and 
father  went to Europe and saw For-
mula 1. Back then it was all about 
the starting money. So my father put 
together a very compelling plan – 
they obtained sponsor commitment 
for a $100,000 purse, an incredible 
sum in those days! They also formed 
alliances with race organizers in 

Canada and Mexico to distribute the 
cost of shipping the F1 cars by air 
from Europe. My mother and father 
worked hands-on for the success of 
the events – they drove mechan-
ics around, scheduled flaggers and 
volunteers holding many meetings 
and receptions in our home. All the 
drivers wanted to come to our house 
so we had great parties with them 
and their wives, friends, organizers - 
everyone!” 

Duke Argetsinger, a young lad at 
the time who still lives in his parent’s 
home, smiles: “Many drivers auto-
graphed a wall in our garage. We’re 
going to have to bring that wall to 
the Research Center!” But how did 
they do all that from a country village 

75 miles from a major airport? “Ford 
was one of the major sponsors, and 
they loaned us Galaxies and Thun-
derbirds for the crews and drivers to 
use for a few days. There are many 
great stories about drivers peeling 
out of our driveway with girls in the 
Thunderbirds and racing around our 
country roads!” Michael Argetsinger, 
an active racer, raced with Jochen 
Rindt who won at The Glen in 1969 
driving for Lotus. In Austria, Rindt 
was a star and was the posthumous 
World Champion in 1970. “Rindt 
would have been my age,” recalls JC.  
Many books have been written about 
the escapades of many of the drivers 
of that era. James Hunt comes to 
mind. Brett Brubaker, family owner 

Luis Martinez
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of Seneca Lodge, roars as he remem-
bers a totally sloshed Hunt draped 
over the jukebox at the Lodge bar - 
he went on to win the F1 race the 
next morning. But we digress. 

JC lights up with pride as he 
recounts: “The IMRRC was the 
brainchild of my mother, Jean.” Not 
long after that first race in 1948, 
collecting began. This fine organi-
zation has very humble beginnings 
– it literally started as a book shelf. 
“We used to have foreign corre-
spondents calling our Watkins Glen 
Village Library, asking for facts and 
data. First, we had a whole shelf at 
the Village Library dedicated to rac-
ing. Then we had two shelves, then a 
whole bookcase. In 1977 the Miles 
Collier family donated an alcove area 
full of racing information, books, 
lists of participants, results, race 
records.”

The Argetsingers and the Vil-
lage Library realized that valuable 
materials were being tossed as rac-
ers retired or passed away. Once 
again, the Argetsingers organized, 
as Mr. Weideman describes: “Jean 
Argetsinger and John Bishop and 
John Saunders imagined an indepen-
dent facility in the mid 1990s. By 
1997 the incorporation papers were 
prepared and in 1998 construction 
began.” JC recalls: “We approached 
John Bishop, long-time chief exec-
utive of the Sports Car Club of 
America, and the  founder of the 
International Motor Sports Associa-
tion (IMSA). Mr. Bishop became the 
first Board Chair for the IMRRC.  
With his help we were able to raise 
$1 million very quickly to get the 
Research Center started. So in 1998 
ground was broken and the IMRRC 
was built. The newly completed 
building was visited in 1998 by Sir 
Stirling Moss and officially dedicated 
by Sir Jackie Stewart the following 
year.” Jean Argetsinger, however, 
was a major influence, “Jean was the 
force – this was her baby!”

Executive Director Weideman 
exults: “We are in our 20th year, with 
6,500 square feet here and elbow to 
elbow with materials and staff. Now 

we have a section of the Schuyler 
County storage facility with 1,500 
sf and a part of another warehouse 
with 5,000 sf, all of which is full!” 
Problems of success – space! “We 
need an appropriate archival space 
for preseveration for documents and 
film and recordings.”

 But the problems of success per-
sist: “Every time someone makes 
a significant donation of artifacts, 
we announce it and immediately 
get swamped with more donations. 
Thanks to John Bishop, the SCCA 
gave us their entire archive! It was 
two truckloads of records on pal-
lets. That is an expensive donation 
because we have to archive it and 
maintain it in controlled environ-
ment. Then we got the Speed Sport 
News Chris Economaki collection, 
too.”

Asking the Argetsinger brothers 
- what’s your vision for the RRC?  
“We want to be the Cooperstown 
of racing, we want to remain the 
repository for people to come here 
and do research.” That’s vision, 
and ambition. “But let me be clear 
that we are not Watkins Glen-cen-
tric. For example, where would you 
go to find the leading collection of 
historical information about the 
Nurburgring? Here. They carefully 
boxed and shipped to us every news-
letter and magazine published by 
the ‘Ring since 1934.” This writer 
had an opportunity to see some of 
those fragile 80-year-old publica-
tions – impressive! “And we also have 
dirt track records, from Oswego, 
for example. We are very catholic in 
terms of our collections.  Getting the 
SCCA collection has been wonder-
ful! Then, when we get a collection 
like that, we need a benefactor to 
take care of it. Right now, one big 
problem is space to store, catego-
rize, prioritize and properly maintain 
these collections so they don’t disin-

tegrate.” JC hastens to add: “Finan-
cially, we’ve never taken out a loan 
so we are debt free.” The complexity 
and scope of the IMRRC is grow-
ing, as JC points out: “We also have 
oral history archives, where we’ve 
recorded conversations with racers 
and promoters. 

Executive Director Weidemann and 
his rapidly growing team are scram-
bling to meet rising expectations from 
a public who have discovered this 
jewel of an organization.  The writer 
has been frequenting this site since 
construction in 1998, and has per-
sonally observed not only the physi-
cal growth of the collection, but the 
many ways it is filling a need in the 
motor racing community – globally. 

What to do now? Weidemann 
responds: “We purchased the empty 
property adjacent to our Library here 
on Decatur Street. One vision will be 
to expand this facility over to next 
door. This will be focusing on visitor 
services and dedicated display rooms 
for large collections, like the SCCA 

collection. We will also have media 
film room, reading rooms, dedicated 
space for specific activities. Another 
vision is an archival facility housing 
archival staff, individual rooms for 
researchers cold storage for films 
and photos, climate and humidity 
controlled. So Decatur street will be 
a visitor center and archives. Right 
now we are using every square inch.”

When asked about digital archiving 
to improve productivity, effectiveness 
and reduce footprint, Weidemann 
indicated: “Currently we are digi-
tizing on demand, meaning when a 
researcher calls for information, we 
open the book or document, digitize 
the text and images, forward to the 
researcher and catalog the digital file, 
so we don’t have to do it again. We 
need to learn how to do this on scale, 
as for example, as they do for film 
at the George Eastman House and 
Museum in Rochester.”  

Asked about an example of archi-
val material in jeopardy of loss, 
he replied: “We are facing situa-

tions like Al Robinson’s. He was a 
race announcer and photographer.  
When he was convalescing his chil-
dren called and asked if the IMRRC 
would be interested all the stuff they 
had put in black plastic bags in an 
old garage behind his house. Our 
archivist, Jenny Ambrose, went over 
and looked through it all, sorted and 
packaged important materials for the 
IMRRC. Mr. Robinson’s children 
had the foresight to call us, and not 
put it all out in a dumpster.”

Weidemann emotes a sense of 
urgency: “We are in a race against 
time! We need to capture the stories, 
memories, materials of a generation 
who started racing in the US but 
they are passing away.”

“At Maximum Speed” is an occa-
sional column by Luis A. Martínez, 
sometime Track Anthropologist for 
Victory Lane Magazine, Motorsports 
Marketing Resources, The Frontrunner 
(Finger Lakes Region - Porsche Club of 
America) and Genesee Valley Chapter 
BMW Car Club of America.

Duke Argetsinger, 

Jen Ambrose, Archivist

Tom Weidemann, Executive Director
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FAMOUS AMERICAN 
RACE CAR DRIVER
STORY & PHOTOS BY PEDRO P. BONILLA

Every now and then, instead of 
technical stuff, I also like writing 
about personal stories relating to 

Porsches. This one in particular has just 
a hint of Porsche content but it mostly 
relates to my other passions (Formula 
1 and little karts that go fast and burn 
gasoline laced with nitro-methane and 
castor oil), so here it is:

Back in the last century, in the 
1990s (in another life, when I was part 
of the corporate world) I had to travel 
constantly. One of those trips took me 
to Sao Paulo, Brazil.

I had been to São Paulo multiple 
times, but never had free time to see 
the sights. My hectic schedule usual-
ly was: overnight flight from US, go to 

hotel, shower, change, go to long meet-
ing,  dinner with business host, back 
to hotel for a few hours of sleep, early 
morning visit to the plant, wrap up 
negotiations, back to airport, evening 
flight and return home. Repeat next 
week in another country.

On this particular trip we reached 
our business agreements very quickly 
and suddenly found ourselves with 
some free time. My host asked if there 
was anything I’d like to see  while in 
São Paulo. I told him that there were 
two things that I’d love to do. One 
was to pay my respects to the great-
est racecar driver ever, Ayrton Senna, 
who had died just the year before. 
The other one was to visit the For-

mula 1 track of Interlagos (Autódro-
mo José Carlos Pace).

My host, an F1 maniac like 99.9% 
of Brazilians, was all smiles. He said 
tht it would be a pleasure to take 
me to both places and, as an added 
bonus, we would take his beautiful 
Guards Red 944S (this is the extent 
of the Porsche content).

We chitchatted as we made our 
way to the Morumbi Cemetery in 
São Paulo (90 minutes fighting traf-
fic in the largest Southern Hemi-
sphere metropolis). It looked more 
like a park, since you couldn’t see any 
vertical headstones or monuments. 
We made our way to the big tree in 
the center of the concentric rows of 
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tombs, each with a small, discreet 
plaque on the recently mowed grass. 
Ayrton Senna’s is very simple and 
somber. The bronze plaque reads:

Ayrton Senna da Silva
21-03-1960    01-05-1994
Nada Pode Me Separar Doanir de  

      Deus (nothing can separate   
      me from the love of God).

After a half hour we left without 
saying a word. It was a moving ex-
perience, since Senna had been my 
all-time favorite driver and I had fol-
lowed his career very closely. His fatal 
racing accident was still fresh in my 
mind. It had happened less than a 
year before while he led the 1994 San 
Marino Grand Prix at the Autodromo 
Enzo e Dino Ferrari in Imola, Italy. 

After leaving the cemetrary, we 
headed south. Autódromo Carlos Pace 
was about 10 kilometers away.  It was a 
quick drive, but when we got there the 
main entrance was closed!

We parked to the side and I walked 
up to the cyclone fence to try to see 
the cars on the track. I couldn’t see the 
track, but I could hear the screaming 
engines of various 4 cylinder power-
plants going around the track.

My host had walked to the gate. I 
could see him talking to someone on 
the other side. After a short time, he 
waved me over and said: “Get in the 
car, we’re going in”. I asked how he  
got permission and he said: “Oh, I 
just told the guard that you were a 
famous American racecar driver vis-
iting Brazil and that you wanted to 
see the track”.

Immediately I jumped in the car, 
the gate opened and we drove in. We 
made our way to the tunnel and to 
the infield, then to the pits. What 
I had been hearing was a foursome 
of Formula 3 cars that were practic-
ing and were now coming into the 
garages. We got out of the car and 
walked all around, looking at the 
cars, equipment, etc.

After about 30 minutes, when we 
were about to head back to the car, 
I heard someone call out my name 
but I didn’t react. Pedro is a common 

Brazilian name so it must be some 
other Pedro, I thought. “Pedro!” the 
voice called out again and this time I 
turned around. “I knew it was you!” 
he said.

I can’t believe my eyes. There, in 
front of me was one of my former ri-
vals from my old Karting days. Twice 
we both made it to the CIK’s (Com-
mission Internationale de Karting) 
Pan-American Championship 25 
years earlier. In 1970 I had bested 
him, finishing 11th and he in 13th 
place overall. Two years later he best-
ed me by only 1/10th of a second, 
grabbing 10th place and leaving me 
out of the final championship race.

We looked at each other not 
knowing what the greeting protocol 
should be. “Do I smack him or shake 
his hand?” I thought to myself. We 
just hugged and patted each other in 
the back. Kind of hard (if I remem-
ber correctly).

He then asked :  “What are you 
doing here?” I said: “Just looking. 
I’m in São Paulo till tomorrow and 
came by to see the track. What about 
you?” He said: “I am coaching some 
young drivers at the Kartódromo 
Ayrton Senna, over there, next to 
the track”. Then he said: “You think 
you still have it in you?” I answered: 
“Do you have a helmet for me?” He 
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A Day in the Life of a Scrut (Donna Amico and Brent Knoll at Road America’s TRAC 2018)

hopped into his golf cart and we 
followed in the car, making our 
way out of the infield onto the 
circular access road towards the 
Karting School’s track. There my 
old friend had his guys quickly 
prepare two of the training Karts 
for us and we went at it.

We did 8-10 laps passing each 
other several times. This was a 
much friendlier battle than our 
previous encounters and I still re-
member the feeling to this day. It 
was just wonderful! And, to top it 
off, it was at Senna’s hometown 
track where he had raced his Kart 
and won many times.

We spent another 45 minutes 
or so there and we were shown 
around the compound. After get-
ting caught-up in our lives, we 
hugged again, promising to keep 
in touch. I headed back to the car 
with my business host. When we 
were in the car, just leaving the 
track, my host turned to me and 
said: “Wow!  I wasn’t lying when 
I told the guard that you were a 
famous American racecar driver. 

Who knew!”

For more information on Porsches 
and more, please visit my website
www.PedrosGarage.com.
Happy Porsche’ing,
© 2018 Technolab/PedrosGarage.com

Some Jeff Brown photos from TRAC 2018
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DALE TEUTY: CLUB RACER 
FROM THE BEGINNING
STORY & PHOTOS BY DALE TEUTY

My interest in Porsches 
began in 1976 when work-
ing for an auto transport 

company; I got to drive a fairly new 
914 from Denver to Dallas. I was 
very impressed with the handling 
and how much fun it was to drive, 
like a go-cart.

It would be about six years before 
I was able to buy one, a 1973 2.0L 
914. I drove it back and forth to 
work for years. In 1987 I met a 
Porsche Club member and joined 
the club. My first event was a mem-
bership meeting and then a DE track 
event at LaJunta, CO, I was hooked. 

Over the next five years I partici-
pated in numerous autocross and DE 

track events. In 1992 I signed up and 
participated in the first ever Porsche 
Club Race at Second Creek Raceway 
in the Denver area on June 7,1992. 
I borrowed a trailer from work to 
transport my car to and from the 
event, which was chaired by Pat and 
Anita Moyle. As I recall, there were 
three race groups. 

Alan Benjamin and I took the 
checkered flag in this first ever 
Porsche Club Race. With a 14 car 
field, we ended up mid pack. Timing 
and scoring was done manually with 
volunteers and stop watches. Kent 
Early was the starter.

After this event I purchased an 
open trailer (which I still use today) 

to transport the car. The following 
year I participated in three Club 
Race Events Second Creek Raceway, 
Brainerd International Raceway and 
Heartland Park. In the following 
years I would do 74 events at 22 dif-
ferent tracks until 2007.
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From the beginning my participa-
tion was a grassroots effort. During 
the early years I did all the main-
tenance I could. The only work I 
needed to farm out was head work 
for the 914. In 2004 I purchased a 
milling machine and lathe, which 
made it possible for me to do all head 
work on the 914 and fabrication of 
special tools and parts. I raced the 
914 for another 3 years.

In late 2007 I purchased a 1983 
944 to build for the SP1 Class. I 
purchased a tubing bender so I could 
build a roll cage. During the next 
eight months I worked on building 
the 944. All new suspension compo-
nents as per rules were installed and 
the engine rebuilt. With the exterior 
prepped and ready, I painted it out-
side in the early morning when there 
was no wind and temperature was 
right. The roll cage was installed, the 
interior painted and we were ready to 
go racing.

I did three local events with NASA 
to get the car sorted out. My first 
PCA event was at Watkins Glen in 
May of 2009, one of my favorite 
tracks. Being born in Upstate New 
York, this was kind of a homecom-
ing, seeing friends and family and a 
familiar track. As a kid I remember 
seeing the Formula 1 Races at the 
Glen, with Jimmy Clark, Graham 
Hill , Colin Chapman, and others.

It was fun having a car with more 
power to drive (157 HP compared to 
about 100). Racing the 944 in SP1 
was a lot more fun because there was 
always more competition than with 
the 914 I class car. In the years to fol-
low I would participate in 33 Club 
Race weekends.

Over the years the PCA Club Rac-
ing experience has been very reward-
ing, with good finishes, Best Prepared 
and Workers Choice Awards, great 
competitors and friends... And some-
times disappointing with 13/13s, 
DNFs, DQs, mechanical failures and 
disappointing finishes. It has been an 
incredible journey. My thanks to all 
the volunteers, event organizers and 
National Staff for all their hard work 
to make this possible.

2nd photo: 

Race start at 

Second Creek with 

Jerry Schouten’s 

#911. He was 

a member of 

Colorado Ama-

teur Motorsports 

Association and 

responsible in part 

for the High Plains 

Raceway along 

with his many 

other contributions.  

Walt Fricke #33, a 

member of CAMA 

was also responsi-

ble for High Plains. 

Kevin Bucker is 

also in this group.

3rd photo: 

Alan Benjamin 

and Dale taking 

checkered in a 14 

car field

Bottom photo: 

Dale’s 944 interior 

ready to go racing

Above: 

944 Cup Nationals West at Hallett, Oklaho-

ma in October 2017 with fellow competitors 

Steve Cooms (2nd place on the left), and 

Chris Blazer (1st place in the center)

Right: 

Dale’s 1983 944 freshly painted and ready to 

go racing 

Sebring Club Race
January 31 - February 3

2018 National Awards Banquet
January 31, Thursday
If you have not been to either of these 
events, do yourself a favor and do both
See the event ad on page 65
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Geesh. In The New York Times 
under the headline “Classic 
Car Museums Are Losing 

Much of Their Luster.” Another sad 
day for gear heads.

Exhibit A is the Auto Collection at 
the Linq Hotel Casino in Las Vegas,  
formerly known as the Imperial Pal-
ace Hotel. Have you been there?

The space consumes virtually the 
entire fifth floor of the hotel, and it 
has for the last 40 years. Up until 
1999, the venue hosted the personal 

collection of hotel owner Ralph 
Englestad. That’s when Don Wil-
liams took over the space, showcas-
ing some 150 to 200 cars at a time.  
He got it rent-free, in exchange for 
the hotel pocketing ticket and mer-
chandising revenue.  

The article quotes Rob Williams, 
Don’s son, sitting at a “wooden desk 
on one end of 125,000 square feet 
of emptiness.”

“I can’t wait to close the door and 
walk away. I don’t want to remem-

ber this place like this,” he says. In its 
prime, the space hosted some 3,500 
visitors a day, making it one of the 
most popular daytime attractions in 
Sin City. By the end, according to 
Williams, attendance was down to 
fewer than 1,000 per day.

The museum closed its doors last 
New Year’s Eve. And most of the cars 
were auctioned off.

Hostetler’s Hudson Auto Museum 
in Shipshewana, Indiana came to the 
same fate on the same day. A year ear-

SAY IT AIN’T SO 
STORY & PHOTOS BY DANIELLE BADLER          
REPRINTED FROM ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION’S HIGH GEAR
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lier, the Walter P. Chrysler Museum, 
on the campus of Fiat Chrysler out-
side Detroit, was shuttered. A few 
months before that, the Riverside 
International Automotive Museum, 
the last physical remembrance of 
that once-fabled track, bit the dust.

What’s going on? According to the 
Times article, Kurt Ernst, editor of 
the classic-car news site Hemmings 
Daily, included the following in his 
five predictions for 2018. “Expect to 
see more museums close and more 
collections head to auction,” he 
said.  And Ernst added, “If you have 
a favorite museum, 2018 will be a 
good year to pay it a visit, or better 
yet, make a cash donation.”

Then there’s Matt Anderson, a 
curator at the Henry Ford Museum 
of American Innovation in Dear-
born, Michigan, and president of the 
National Association of Automobile 
Museums. He says in the Times arti-
cle that his members are “struggling 
with this realization that younger 
folks aren’t into cars the way their 
parents and grandparents were.”

But wait. There are some rays 
of sunshine. Take the Indy 500 
Museum in Indianapolis. The Shelby 
American Museum in Boulder. The 
Petersen Automotive Museum in Los 
Angeles, which underwent a $180 
million renovation before reopening 
in 2015 as a glittering car palace.  

Or the Gilmore Car Museum in 
Hickory Corners, Michigan, which 
lets visitors take lessons on driving 
a vintage Model T. The catch?  You 
have to book ahead. And the Simeone 
Foundation Automotive Museum 
in Philadelphia, which hosts twice-
monthly “demonstration days.”

What’s different at these facil-
ities? According to the article in 
The Times, these venues have tried 
to offer “unusual experiences and a 
different mix of wares.” Although, 
whether this works long-term, is 
anybody’s guess.

I’ve tried to help it along. For 
Father’s Day last year I got my 
daughter and son-in-law a family 
membership at the Petersen, which 
is close to where they live. They take 

my two grandsons, almost four years 
old and one, to see the “cool cars” 
on a regular basis. To spur inter-
est, every time I visit I bring along 
Tonka toys for them to play with, 
mostly of Porsches. And we practice 
saying “PorSHA.”

So, to a certain extent at least, 
there’s still a lot of interest out 
there, among young and old. Car 
shows abound, as do Cars and Cof-
fee get-togethers. For Father’s Day 
this year, they took the boys to 
Rodeo Drive for the annual display 
of exotics.

But I wonder whether this will be 
sustained. Will my grandsons ever 
actually drive a car, by the time they 
come of age? Will they care? I don’t 
know. I just hope I’ll be around to 
find out.

According to the Times story, 

museum closings are not entirely 
doom and gloom. Kevin Biebel, 
chair of the Saratoga Auto 
Museum, says that these shut-
downs often mean the cars are 
going to new collectors.

“They’re not going to the crusher,” 
Biebel notes. “They’re not getting 
turned into soda cans… They might 
not be that tourist attraction, but 
they might very well be the next 
making of another car collection.” 

I sure hope so.  Although it sounds 
like the cars won’t exactly be open 
to public enjoyment. Rather, they 
could very well be locked up tight in 
private warehouses, only to see the 
light of day at special events and at 
specialized car shows.  

Oh well. It’s better than scrap 
iron, I guess. I have my memories 
and I’ll cherish them always.

2018 PCA CLUB RACING
NATIONAL SPONSORS
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A number of UCR members 
have asked me how I got into 
PCA Club Racing and how 

to apply for a Club Racing license. 
I hope my experience will entice you 
into PCA Club Racing too.

I joined PCA’s Upper Canada 
Region with my Dad, George Wong, 
in 1998. Since then, both my Dad 
and I have participated in almost 
every single Driver Education (DE) 
event offered by UCR. Being a race 
car driver was one of my childhood 
dreams. The DE program was a great 
stepping stone for me to get into 
PCA Club Racing.

After 10 years of high perfor-
mance DE events, I bought a 1990 

944 Turbo S in 2007 and turned it 
into a race car by installing required 
safety equipment (which included 
a full roll cage, racing seat, five-
point harness seat belt, window net, 
etc). My race car is also equipped 
with a MYLAPS Transponder for 
timing and scoring purposes. The 
driver requirement included a hel-
met (Snell SA rated within10 years 
of the date of manufacture), a head 
and neck restraint certified as either 
SFI 38.1 or FIA 8858, a one piece 
approved fire retardant driving suit 
which meets or exceeds SFI 3.2A/5 
or FIA 8856?2000, driving gloves 
and shoes that meet SFI 3.3/5 or 
FIA 8856?2000. My Dad has been 

supporting me as crew at every UCR 
Can/Am Challenge Club Race, at 
Canadian Tire Motorsport Park  
(Mosport) for the past 10 years.

PCA Club Racing features more 
than 2,000 licensed racers in over 32 
sanctioned races per year, more than 
any other single-marque racing orga-
nization in the world.

PCA currently has ~80,000 pri-
mary members and a total of 124,000 
including affiliated members. This 
means only 1.6% of PCA members 
are licensed PCA Club Racers.

How to apply for a PCA Club 
Racing License 
http://pcaclubracing.org/licensing/.

WANNA RACE? 
FOR YOU DE DRIVERS WHO WANT TO KNOW HOW TO BECOME A PCA CLUB RACER

STORY BY KATHLEEN WONG, PRESIDENT OF UPPER CANADA REGION, PHOTOS BY CHRIS SIOU
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HPDE Insurance you can count on

Program administered by Lockton Affinity, LLC
D/B/A Lockton Affinity Insurance Brokers, LLC  |  California License #0795478

PCA members receive discounted rates 
from the largest and most experienced source for 

HPDE and Off-Track Insurance

LOCKTONMOTORSPORTS.COM
Facebook.com/LocktonMotorsports

National       Sponsor

The application provides two routes 
for obtaining a club racing license:

1. Via an existing current full com-
petition license with current experi-
ence from a recognized road racing 
sanctioning organization, including 
NASA, SCCA, POC, IMSA, USCR, 
BMWCCA or equivalent sanction- 
ing body (no time trial), or any vin-
tage group which is a member of the 
Vintage Motorsport Council.

2. Through attendance and suc-
cessful completion of the PCA Club 
Racing School. The applicant must 
complete 12 or more days of race 
track driving training at Driver Edu-
cation events, time trials, race schools 
or equivalent events within the past 
24 months. Six of the required twelve 
days must be with a PCA (or equiva-
lent) DE event. A complete listing of 
track days shall be provided with the 
application. The applicant must also 
provide a signed certification from a 
PCA (or equivalent) Chief Instructor.

Here are some tips on what an 
applicant should do:

1. Read 2018 PCA Club Racing 
Rule Book at http://pcaclubracing.
org/forms/ To find out which class 
your race car will be competing in, 
you should read page 42-48 (“Class 
Weight Tables”) of the rule book, 
which lists the cars in STOCK 
CLASSES A-L, SPEC CLASSES, 
MODIFIED CLASSES: GTA, 
GTB, GTC; and the minimum 
allowable weight (car and driver) in 
each class.

2. Fill out the application form (or 
License Renewal Form if you already 
have a license from previous year) 
and submit to Susan Shire (PCA 
Club Race License & Program Coor-
dinator) at pcaclubrace@aol.com

3. Fill out 2018 PCA Club Racing 
Medical Form. Book an appoint-
ment with a family doctor and an 
optometrist, so they can sign and 
date the medical form.

4. Complete PCA Club Racing 
2018 Technical and Safety Annual 
Inspection, and 2018 PCA Club 
Racing Vehicle Compliance Form. 
Take both forms to your first PCA 
Club Race.

If you are a first-time racer, bring 
two pictures of your race car to the 
club race. When you check in at the 
event, a PCA scrutineer will give you 
a LOG BOOK, which includes your 
personal information and the two 
pictures of your race car. The scruti-
neer will then review the two forms 
(Technical and Safety Annual Inspec-
tion, and PCA Club Racing Vehicle 
Compliance Form) and check your 
race car to ensure it is in compliance. 

If your car passes the inspection, 
the scrut will 
sign your LOG 
BOOK and 
the two forms, 
and give you 
an approved 
sticker, which 
allows you to 
participate in 
the race. The 
LOG BOOK 
and the two 
forms should be 
kept inside the 
race car during 
the race week-
end. You will 
also be required 
to attend an 
O r i e n t a t i o n 
Meeting.

Below is a link 
to a three minute 
video featuring 
Roy Tam’s first 
PCA Club Race 
experience at 

the August 2016 Can/Am Challenge 
Club Race. The video was produced 
by FlightSquad Media (led by Roy 
Tam’s son, Ryan and Ryan’s friends 
from school). https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=ctPW2AOrsys. This 
will give you a hint of what a PCA 
Club Racing weekend can be like.

If you have any questions, don’t 
hesitate to contact Susan Shire at 
PCAClubRace@aol.com. She can 
help you get started and/or steer you 
to people in your area who can.
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PCA CLUB RACING 2018 
CONTINGENCY PROGRAMS
BY RYAN CARIGNAN

PROVEN PERFORMANCE
FOR STREET AND TRACK

Check out all our performance

and reliability solutions

LNBRS.COM  |  SUPPORT@ LNENGINEERING.COM  |  PHONE 815-472-2939
125 GLADIOLUS ST., MOMENCE, IL 60954 

Deep SUMP KITS Billet 9A1 Deep and 9A2 Sumps EnginE AND Trans Cooling

Here is an outline of the various contingency programs available to racers. Award specifics, guidelines and forms can be found at 
http://pcaclubracing.org/contingency

Here is an outline of the various contingency programs available to racers. Award specifics, guidelines 
and forms can be found at http://pcaclubracing.org/contingency 

   

         

 GTC 3‐7 – Tires awarded to class winners of championship points races having two or more 
starters 

 GTB 1‐3 – Monetary discount awarded to podium finishers based on car count 
 Any open tire class running Pirelli Racing Slicks – Monetary discount to podium finishers  

 

 SP3, SP997, SPC, 911 CUP – Tires awarded to podium finishers with three or more cars in class 

 

 SP1, SP2, SP3, SP911, SPB, SPC, SP996, SP997, D and E Class – Discount for podium finishers  

 

     

 SPB Class – Toyo Bucks awarded to 1st thru 5th based on number of cars in class 

 

 All open‐tire GT classes at Road Atlanta, Watkins Glen, VIRginia International, Road America, 
Daytona Speedway – tires awarded to 1st and 2nd place based on number of cars in class 

 

 Certificate for one case of oil at select driver’s meetings 
 Certificate for a case of oil for winner of Sprint 2 in D & E class (if participating) at select races 
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Name                          Region         Class Description               Start      Finish    Index      Race

  BRAINERD INTERNATIONAL RACEWAY — JULY 28-29

Chip Smith NST F S 90 964 C2 24 19 5 Sprint Race 1
Michael Schmitz MIL H S 99 911 15 1 5 Sprint Race 1
Chris Blazer KSC SP1 85.5 944 32 27 5 Sprint Race 1
Steve Coomes MAV SP1 86 944 33 28 5 Sprint Race 1 
Chip Smith NST F S 90 964 C2 24 19 5 Sprint Race 2
G/Yee / B Viau Jr NST GTB1 10 Cayman S 8 3 5 Enduro

  BUTTONWILLOW RACEWAY PARK — MAY 19-20

Patrick Sloan GPX SP1 84 944 24 15 9 Sprint Race 1
Doug Boccignone DIA SPB 97 Boxster 15 10 5 Sprint Race 2
Tim Smith GGR SPB 98 Boxster 12 6 6 Sprint Race 3

  HIGH PLANS RACEWAY — SEPTEMBER 14-16

Michael Schmitz MIL H S 99 911 16 9 7 Sprint Race 1
Michael Schmitz MIL H S 99 911 14 10 4 Sprint Race 2
Mark Boschert INT SPB 99 Boxster 25 22 3 Sprint Race 3
Mark Fenner RMT SP3 87 944S 29 26 3 Sprint Race 3
Gene Davis RMT SP1 88 927S 30 27 3 Sprint Race 3
Randy Gergum AZ SP1 88 944 32 29 3 Sprint Race 3
K Jovacevic/J Rothman RED SE2-GT4 92 911 Carrera Cup 5 1 4 6-Hour Super Enduro
G Hess/R Ames INT SE6-SP1 86 944 11 7 4 6-Hour Super Enduro

  MONTICELLO MOTOR CLUB — JULY 13-15

Damon DeCastro NNJ SP3 87 951 23 11 12 White Sprint Race 1
Rich Winne NNJ SP3 88 944 24 18 6 White Sprint Race 2
Robert Giuliante MNY SPB 97 Boxster 27 21 6 White Sprint Race 2
Micdhael DeLuca CNY GTB1 11 Cayman 18 11 7 Red Sprint Race 1
Rick Uhler NNJ GT1 04 GT3 8 5 3 Red Sprint Race 2
Richael Stach CTV GTA1 02 996 Cup 9 6 3 Red Sprint Race 2
Frank Vitiello MNY GTB3 14 Cayman S 10 7 3 Red Sprint Race 2
Todd Pajonas CTV GTB1 06 Cayman S 18 15 3 Red Sprint Race 2
Sergio Pagliaruli REN GTB1 06 Cayman 22 19 3 Red Sprint Race 2
Mark Azierski NNJ SPC 07 Cayman S 25 22 3 Red Sprint Race 2
Richard Feldman POT VO6 V 79 911SC 9 7 2 Vintage Sprint Race 1
George James POT VO6 V 76 911 Carrera 8 6 2 Vintage Sprint Race 2
Marvin Jennings CAR VO6  V 69 911 12 8 4 Vintage Sprint Race 3
Patrick James POT GT5 S 08 Cayman 28 19 9 Enduro

  CANADIAN TIRE MOTORSPORTS PARK — AUGUST 3-5

Frank Osborn NE E S 04 Boxster 8 4 4 Yellow Sprint Race 1
Kai Bockmann CHO F S 01 Boxster S 9 3 6 Yellow Sprint Race 2
Ron Kirshner NIA GTB3 07 997 20 14 6 Red Sprint Race 1
Gilles Nadeau REN GTB3 16 Cayman 29 23 6 Red Sprint Race 1
Sergio Ragliaruli REN GTB1 06 Cayman 22 14 8 Red Sprint Race 2
Francois Faust UCR SPC 07 Cayman S 27 19 8 Red Sprint Race 2
Mike Mallais UCR GT6 86 944 33 23 10 Combined Enduro

  NEW JERSEY MOTORSPORTS PARK — AUGUST 17-19

Jeffrey Muller SCH SP3 89 944 S2 20 10 10 Yellow Sprint Race 1
Joshua Veira POT SP2 87 944 29 15 14 Yellow Sprint Race 2
Joshua Veira POT SP2 87 944 23 15 8 Yellow Sprint Race 3
Frank Osborn NE E S 04 Boxster 41 30 11 Red Sprint Race 1
Todd Pajonas CTV GTB1 06 Cayman S 21 15 6 Red Sprint Race 2
Harry Kintzi CPA F P 01 Boxster S 27 22 5 Red Sprint Race 3
Frank Osborn NE E S 04 Boxster 29 24 5 Red Sprint Race 3
George James POT VO6 V 76 911 Carrera 5 3 2 Blue Vintage Sprint 2
Joseph Hoover CPA VO6 V 75 914 8 6 2 Blue Vintage Sprnt 2

2018 HARD CHARGERS
BY MICHAEL WINGFIELD, CHIEF OF NATIONAL TIMING & SCORING

Marvin Jennings CAR VO6 V 69 911 9 7 2 Blue Vintage Sprint 2
Chip Reichhart CHS VU6 V 67 911 S 10 8 2 Blue Vintage Sprint 2
Shane Seace CPA VO6 V 76 911 3 2 1 Blue Vintage Sprint 3
Steven Smotrich SCH VO6 V 78 911 SC 7 6 1 Blue Vintage Sprint 3
Marvin Jennings CAR VO6 V 69 911 9 8 1 Blue Vintage Sprint 3
H Hoeh/B Rudtner MNY SPB 97 Boxster 15 11 4 Orange Enduro
James Rothenberger RTR SP2 85 944 16 12 4 Orange Enduro
Dana Martin NE SPB 99 Boxster 18 14 4 Orange Enduro
Scott Asplundh RTR GTB1 12 Cayman R 10 5 5 White Enduro
Peter Debusmann SCH H S 96 993 12 7 5 White Enduro
Gene Raymondi CNY E S 04 Boxster 17 12 5 White Enduro

  ROAD AMERICA — SEPTEMBER 1-3

Francis Florido CTV F S 00 Boxster S 15 9 6 Green Sprint Race 1
Clarke Simpson POT E S 78 911 SC 5 1 4 Green Sprint Race 2
Dennis Moser MAV GTB2 15 Cayman GTS 37 21 16 Blue Sprint Race 1
Joe Crane CHO J P 04 GT3 28 15 13 Blue Sprint Race 2
Jason McCarthy MNY GTA2 2010 997-2 35 21 14 Red Sprint Race 1
Dwayne Moses POT GTC3 04 GT3 Cup 23 13 10 Red Sprint Race 2
S Neal / K McGovern DAK GTB1 10 Cayman S 30 14 16 Yellow Enduro
Ched Crouse BGS SP996 99 Carrera Coupe 23 6 17 Purple Enduro

  SUMMIT POINT MOTORSPORTS PARK — SEPTEMBER 21-23

Antonio Conceicoa POT G S90 911 C2 18 11 7 Blue Sprint Race  1
Frank Osborn NE E S 04 Boxster 17 12 5 Blue Sprint Race 2
Sam Mammano NIA G S 05 Boxster S 17 12 5 Blue Sprint Race 2
Hoyt Ammidon SCH SPB 99 Boxster 10 7 3 Green Sprint Race 1
Scott Belles RTR SPB 99 Boxster 8 5 3 Green Sprint Race 2
Tom Hassett NNJ J S 03 996 Carrera 26 22 4 Red Sprint Race 1
James Stanislaw CAR K S 02 996 TT 23 16 7 Res Sprint Race 2
John Perry FST VO6 V 72 914-6 17 12 5 Vintage Silver Race 1
Shane Seace CPA VO6 V 76 911 7 5 2 Vintage Silver Race 2
Anthony Pagonis POT VGT0 VTGO 77 911 8 6 2 Vintage Silver Race 2
Roger Funk CTV VGT0 76 911 9 7 2 Vintage Silver Race 2
James Rothenberger RTR SP2 85 944 15 3 12 Orange Enduro
Michael Maunitz POT I  S 99 996 14 6 8 Yellow Enduro

  VIRGINIA INTERNATIONAL RACEWAY — JUNE 22-24

Erik Winberg MIL GTA2 05 GT3 Cup 30 16 14 Red Sprint Race 1
Chuck Harrison POT GTB1 09 Cayman s 39 25 14 Red Sprint Race 1
Jean Audet REN GTA2 09 GT3 Cup 14 5 9 Red Sprint Race 2
Angus Rogers SFl GTB1 09 Cayman S 33 24 9 Red Sprint Race 2
Hunter Allen BRI G S 90 964 22 12 10 White Sprint Race 1
Kevin Violette CAR J S 04 GT3 10 3 7 White Sprint Race 2
Mark Villeneuve REN GTA2 07 GT3 RSR 21 13 8 Red Checkered Sp 3
Mark Murray FLC SPB 99 Boxster 20 6 14 Red Checkered Enduro

  WATKINS GLEN INTERNATIONAL — JUNE 1-.

Russell Bong POT E S 88 911 Carrera 15 8 7 Green Sprint Race 1
Christopher Fahy NCT E S 86 951 16 9 7 Green Sprint Race 1
Scott Bresnahan POT E S 88 911 8 5 3 Green Sprint Race 2
Peter Donogoe NE  H S 01 996 37 14 23 Blue Sprint Race 1
Andy Crook DEL SPB 99 Boxster 37 31 6 Blue Sprint Race 2
Corey McFadden RTR SPC 06 Cayman s 44 27 17 Yellow Sprint Race 1
Sergio Pagliaruli REN GTB1 06 Cayman 47 35 12 Yellow Sprint Race 2
Jonathan Glashow NNJ GT1 15 991 T 31 7 24 Red Sprint Race 1
Jason McCarthy MNY GTA2 12 997 BGT3 42 30 12 Red Sprint Race 2
Mark Hill CHO E S 86 911 26 14 12 Orange Enduro
Will Tally PST SPB 99 Boxster 50 37 13 Purple Enduro
M McGhee/C Friedman FCR GTC5 10 GT3 Cup 28 1 27 White Enduro

  WEATHER TECH RACEWAY LAGUNA SECA — JULY 27-29

David Higgins SVR SP911 75 911 39 28 11 Sprint Race 1
Doug Boccignone DIA SPB 97 Boxster 39 29 10 Sprint Race 2
Chris Pedersen SDO GTA1 05 GT3 Cup 18 12 6 Sprint Race 3
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2012 CAYMAN S CLUB RACER
A proven winner, sorted and ready for track Sprints or Enduros, JTZ RS@ Shock Kit,
Frt Brembo Clubsport big brake kit, CF doors, splitter & rear spoiler, AIM in car, camera,
Speedcom Radio system, Cool Suit & helmet air, can provide new digital wrap (3 
versions). (2) set of tires/rims wet/dry. Too many extra to list & some spares, car is super 
reliable has 6 to 7 weekends on engine. Ready to track/race, enclosed trailer & dully.

Car REDUCED price to SELL  $ 79,900 OBO motivated seller 
For more info contact: Robert Booth (305) 218-0691 or rbooth55@icloud.com” (19.1)

1989 951 (944 Turbo S) F Stock race car & 30’ trailer
Contact John or Jeff at Black Forest in San Diego, CA
$17,500 firm Service@BlackForestAutomotive.com 858.292.1192           

Maintained by Black Forest. Perfect for DE, Time Trial or Club Racing. Full cage, fire 
system, spare wheels, tires & parts; Cool Suit (both sides), 2 sets race seats, communi-
cation equipment camera (and all required PCA Club Racing gear), spare half shaft, 
straight exhaust pipe and street legal muffler, Hans device, gloves, shoes, etc. This is still 
a street legal car that can be driven to and from events. 30’ 10,000# Texas Trailer is 
large enough to carry the car, tools and a small track support vehicle.      (18.4)

2015 Cayman Race Car
Contact Lisa Bryan  at LisaBryan617@gmail.com  (720) 217-9750  $89,900 

This car was build for a prior owner’s son to race in Colorado. Approximately $80K 
was spent converting it to a race car. The car is in excellent condition. Full interior, 
helmet, radios, 4 sets of tires, new race slicks with stickers, 6k splitter, 12k roll cage, 
motion control, 3R build, GTB2 class, CF doors. 3100#, 267hp       (18.4)

’92 968 SP3 / F-Stock Race Car
Professionally maintained/serviced by CS Motorsports WI. Nice race car needs a driver. 
Ready to race. PCA Racing Logbook SP3 (current) or E-Stock, full race-build motor, 
header, exhaust, Racer’s Edge suspension, adj. LEDA’s, 3 sets wheels, Recaro, Cool Suit, 
Quaife, RS Barn LW FW, Charlie Arms, Sabelt, Accusump, etc. Midnight Blue Metallic/ 
Vinyl Graphics (car has some spares)
Schaumburg , IL 60194 Dave Swanson (847) 778-5240   $17,500      (19.1)

PORSCHE 992 911 
CAUGHT AT NURBURGRING
STORY BY BRETT FOOT, RENNLIST; PHOTO CURTESY OF CARPIX

Porsche hasn’t exactly been shy 
about showing off its latest 911 
on various racetracks and road-

ways across the globe. But the forth-
coming Porsche 992 911 has mostly 
been covered in pesky camo. Which, 
of course, purposely distorts the lit-
tle styling details we want to see. But 
as we inch closer to the debut of the 
next-gen 911, we’re beginning to get 
a clearer picture of what it looks like.

First, we scored a pic of its uncov-
ered rear end. And now, Road & 
Track has received spy shots show-
ing the Porsche 992 911 completely 
uncovered while testing at Germa-
ny’s famed Nürburgring. And there 
are several interesting details to take 

away from this shockingly naked 
911. The biggest (literally) is a much 
wider active spoiler out back.

The rear light bar looks pretty 
much like it did when we last saw 
it. Which means a whole lot like 
the one on the Panamera, Cayenne, 
Taycan, and (new) Macan. The door 
handles appear to be closer to the 
bodywork, the trunk a little more 
squared off and cutting deeper into 
the front bumper.

The exhaust pipes have moved 
inward, exiting on either side of the 
license plate. The red Porsche 992 
911 in the pics has quad tailpipes, 
while the blue one has two. They’re 
surrounded by rear fenders that look 

quite a bit wider than the 991.2. 
Finally, cooling ducts adorn the rear 
bumpers.

Now that we’ve seen the 992 in its 
entirety, we’ll continue the waiting 
game for its official debut. Which 
R&T figures will happen at either 
the L.A. Auto Show in November, 
or the Geneva Motor Show next 
March. In the meantime, be sure and 
feast your eyes on all the photos at 
Road & Track!

Ed: Brett Foote is a longtime contrib-
utor to Internet Brands’ Auto sites, 
including Chevrolet Forum, Rennlist, 
and Ford Truck Enthusiasts. 

1972 911S GT-3 Race Car
Orange/Blue. GT-3 built by Midwest Eurosport. Fresh 3.8/380 hp/294 lbs torque. 2,100 
lbs. Wevo 915 trans w/heavy-duty gears. 993 body w/full cage and Nascar bars. JRZ’s. 
Locked rear-end. Motec injection and dash. 3 sets of wheels. Lexan windshield. 15 gal 
cell. On-Board fire system. Smarty Cam. Countless podiums. 2.22.3 at Road America.

$49,000 Contact Glenn Sapa in Wheaton (Chicago), IL at Glenn@thesapas.com or 
(312) 550-4944              (19.1)
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Club Racing Chair

Vicki Earnshaw
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